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INT. MALCOLM & MARIE’S HOUSE - INT. MALCOLM & MARIE’S HOUSE - NIGHTNIGHT11 11

A SERIES OF STILL SHOTS of A SERIES OF STILL SHOTS of the darkened house. (x12)the darkened house. (x12)

The lights are off. Clothes strewn on The lights are off. Clothes strewn on the floor of thethe floor of the
bedroom. The bathroom. The empty halls.bedroom. The bathroom. The empty halls.

OPENING CREDITS play over the images.OPENING CREDITS play over the images.

And then in the And then in the distance, a car pulls down the long distance, a car pulls down the long driveway.driveway.

Headlights illuminatinHeadlights illuminating the house as g the house as it pulls past theit pulls past the
 windo windows anws and towd towards ards the the garaggarage.e.

The SOUND OF THE GARAGE DOOR The SOUND OF THE GARAGE DOOR opening.opening.

The car pulls in. The The car pulls in. The GARAGE DOOR closes.GARAGE DOOR closes.

WIDE from one end of WIDE from one end of the HALLWAY, as the door opens, lightthe HALLWAY, as the door opens, light
spills in and MALCOLM, 35, enters with MARIE, 25.spills in and MALCOLM, 35, enters with MARIE, 25.

He wears a nice He wears a nice suit and tie, she’s in a suit and tie, she’s in a beautiful dress.beautiful dress.

He hits the LIGHT SWITCH.He hits the LIGHT SWITCH.

TRACK WITH HIM as he heads to the bar to make a drink and sheTRACK WITH HIM as he heads to the bar to make a drink and she
 walks  walks to tto the behe bedroodroom.m.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

BEDROOM / BATHROOM - CONTINUOUSBEDROOM / BATHROOM - CONTINUOUS

WE COUNTER MARIE as she enters WE COUNTER MARIE as she enters the bedroom and into thethe bedroom and into the
BATHROOM, lifting her dress and pulling her tights down toBATHROOM, lifting her dress and pulling her tights down to
pee.pee.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

BAR AREA - CONTINUOUSBAR AREA - CONTINUOUS

As Malcolm scoops up a single cube of ice and CRACKS OPEN AAs Malcolm scoops up a single cube of ice and CRACKS OPEN A
NEW BOTTLE of LIQUOR. (*Ask JD NEW BOTTLE of LIQUOR. (*Ask JD what he wants)what he wants)

MALCOLMMALCOLM
You looked beautiful tonight.You looked beautiful tonight.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

BATHROOM - CONTINUOUSBATHROOM - CONTINUOUS

As Marie pees on the toilet -As Marie pees on the toilet -
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MARIEMARIE
What?What?

CUT TO:CUT TO:

BAR AREA - CONTINUOUSBAR AREA - CONTINUOUS

Malcolm takes a sip of Malcolm takes a sip of the drink and scrolls through iTUNES.the drink and scrolls through iTUNES.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
(louder)(louder)

You looked beautiful tonight.You looked beautiful tonight.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

BATHROOM - CONTINUOUSBATHROOM - CONTINUOUS

PUSH IN: On Marie, deadpan.PUSH IN: On Marie, deadpan.

MARIEMARIE
(louder)(louder)

I can’t hear you.I can’t hear you.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

BAR AREA - CONTINUOUSBAR AREA - CONTINUOUS

As Malcolm still browses As Malcolm still browses through playlists.through playlists.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
You looked beautiful tonight.You looked beautiful tonight.

She yells louder.She yells louder.

MARIEMARIEThank you.Thank you.

As he presses PLAY on his PHONE andAs he presses PLAY on his PHONE and “DOWN & OUT IN NEW YORK“DOWN & OUT IN NEW YORK
CITY” by James BrownCITY” by James Brown begins to play loudly  begins to play loudly throughout thethroughout the
house.house.

As MALCOLM heads down the hallway, singing and dancing along.As MALCOLM heads down the hallway, singing and dancing along.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
(singing along)(singing along)

I was born in New York City on aI was born in New York City on a
Monday.Monday.

CUT TO:CUT TO:
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EXT. MALCOLM AND MARIE’S HOUSE - CONTINUOUSEXT. MALCOLM AND MARIE’S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

WIDE FROM OUTSIDE, as Malcolm leans in through the WIDE FROM OUTSIDE, as Malcolm leans in through the bedroombedroom
door, belting out the lyrics as Marie door, belting out the lyrics as Marie pees on the toilet. Hepees on the toilet. He
continues down the hall - as Marie turns to look -continues down the hall - as Marie turns to look -

And WE TRACK ALONGSIDE THE HOUSE, to And WE TRACK ALONGSIDE THE HOUSE, to find Malcolm in thefind Malcolm in the
LIVING ROOM, singing, happy as can be.LIVING ROOM, singing, happy as can be.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
(singing along)(singing along)

It seems I was It seems I was out shinin' shoesout shinin' shoes
'bout two to noon / All the fat'bout two to noon / All the fat
cats, in the bad hats doing me acats, in the bad hats doing me a
real big favor / Got the fat cats,real big favor / Got the fat cats,
in the bad hats laying it on realin the bad hats laying it on real
good.good.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

INT. MALCOLM AND MARIE'S HOUSE - CONTINUOUSINT. MALCOLM AND MARIE'S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Malcolm, smiling and tipping his glass to inanimate objects -Malcolm, smiling and tipping his glass to inanimate objects -

MALCOLMMALCOLM
(singing)(singing)

Here’s a dime boy, give me a shineHere’s a dime boy, give me a shine
boy.boy.

As Marie walks into the KITCHEN.As Marie walks into the KITCHEN.

She grabs a pot from a cupboard and fills it up with water.She grabs a pot from a cupboard and fills it up with water.

Malcolm sings as he makes his Malcolm sings as he makes his way toward her and spins herway toward her and spins her
around, and kisses her -around, and kisses her -

She looks at him and smiles, gives him a quick peck on theShe looks at him and smiles, gives him a quick peck on thelips.lips.

She turns on the stove. Throws a dash of salt in the water -She turns on the stove. Throws a dash of salt in the water -

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
(singing)(singing)

Said I'm never never never gonnaSaid I'm never never never gonna
get that way again / No, no, no,get that way again / No, no, no,
no, not me / When you need ano, not me / When you need a
friend, troubled mind / When youfriend, troubled mind / When you
need a friend, you got a need a friend, you got a troubledtroubled
mind / Ain't nobody gonna give youmind / Ain't nobody gonna give you
one thin dime.one thin dime.

Marie kicks off her shoes, looks at Marie kicks off her shoes, looks at Malcolm -Malcolm -
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MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
I’m a little bit wavy.I’m a little bit wavy.

She nods.She nods.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
(a beat)(a beat)

But life is good.But life is good.

He takes a sip of his drink, raises it.He takes a sip of his drink, raises it.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Cause we fucking did it.Cause we fucking did it.

MARIEMARIE
Did what?Did what?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I wrote and directed and premieredI wrote and directed and premiered
a movie that knocked the fuckinga movie that knocked the fucking
audience the fuck out.audience the fuck out.

He’s lost in the memory of He’s lost in the memory of the night.the night.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Did you see that audience? IDid you see that audience? I
delivered a fucking knockout punch.delivered a fucking knockout punch.
The last eight The last eight minutes straightminutes straight
they were sobbing... And when thethey were sobbing... And when the
credits hit, it was like a credits hit, it was like a bombbomb
 went  went off.off.....

A beat. She just looks at him.A beat. She just looks at him.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Man it feels good.Man it feels good.

He breathes a sigh of relief -He breathes a sigh of relief -

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
It could not have gone better.It could not have gone better.

(beat)(beat)
Afterward, I talked to like sixAfterward, I talked to like six
critics... The white guy fromcritics... The white guy from
Variety, loved it. The white guyVariety, loved it. The white guy
from Indiewire, loved it. The whitefrom Indiewire, loved it. The white
girl from the LA Times, loved girl from the LA Times, loved it.it.
She kept saying I’m the next She kept saying I’m the next SpikeSpike
Lee, the next Barry Jenkins, theLee, the next Barry Jenkins, the
next John Singleton... And I justnext John Singleton... And I just
looked at her and was looked at her and was like “Whatlike “What
about William Wyler?”about William Wyler?”

(...)(...)
(MORE)(MORE)
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And you could tell for like And you could tell for like threethree
 whol whole sece seconds onds she wshe was tas thinkihinking,ng,
“Was William Wyler black?”“Was William Wyler black?”

(...)(...)
And then she And then she realized, “ohhhhh...realized, “ohhhhh...
that’s racist too.” And her wholethat’s racist too.” And her whole
face got so flushed... like so red.face got so flushed... like so red.
I was dying. And then she keptI was dying. And then she kept

tripping over her words and like,tripping over her words and like,
saying the movie was so emotionalsaying the movie was so emotional
that she couldn’t think that she couldn’t think straight.straight.

(beat)(beat)
But what was interesting is youBut what was interesting is you
could see that because I’m blackcould see that because I’m black
and the movie stars a and the movie stars a black womanblack woman
she was already trying to frame itshe was already trying to frame it
through a political lens. And thethrough a political lens. And the
reality is it’s about a girl reality is it’s about a girl who’swho’s
trying to get clean. Are theretrying to get clean. Are there
certain obstacles because she’s acertain obstacles because she’s a
black woman, fuck yeah..? But it’sblack woman, fuck yeah..? But it’s
not a film about race. It’s not a film about race. It’s aboutabout
shame and guilt and how that shame and guilt and how that shitshit
is inescapable... And it’s annoyingis inescapable... And it’s annoying
that so many of these that so many of these journalistsjournalists
can’t help but flex their fuckingcan’t help but flex their fucking
college educations -college educations -

MARIEMARIE
You have a college education.You have a college education.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Yeah but I’m not a Yeah but I’m not a fuckingfucking
academic, I’m not elitist aboutacademic, I’m not elitist about
this shit. I’m not trying to this shit. I’m not trying to make amake a
 movi movie for e for the the three three peoppeople ile in myn my
 medi media stua studies dies class class that that I reI respecspect.t.

I’m a filmmaker. And I want to beI’m a filmmaker. And I want to bepart of a larger conversation aboutpart of a larger conversation about
filmmaking without always havingfilmmaking without always having
 whit white wrie writers ters makinmaking it g it abouabout ract race.e.
I can already see the I can already see the reviews, howreviews, how
this film is an “acute study this film is an “acute study of theof the
horrors of systemic racism in thehorrors of systemic racism in the
health care industry.” Instead ofhealth care industry.” Instead of
it being a commercial film about ait being a commercial film about a
drug-addicted girl trying to getdrug-addicted girl trying to get
her shit together.her shit together.

(beat)(beat)
I mean these people are so I mean these people are so fuckingfucking
pedantic. We get it, you’re smart.pedantic. We get it, you’re smart.
We get it, you’re woke. We get it.We get it, you’re woke. We get it.

We get it. We get it. Let us haveWe get it. We get it. Let us have
some fucking fun.some fucking fun.

MALCOLM (CONT'D)MALCOLM (CONT'D)
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MARIEMARIE
Malcolm... you’re writing theMalcolm... you’re writing the
Angela Davis Biopic right now.Angela Davis Biopic right now.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Yeah but that’s different. I’mYeah but that’s different. I’m
choosing to make a film that’schoosing to make a film that’s
fundamentally political.fundamentally political.

(beat)(beat)
But not everything I do isBut not everything I do is
political because I’m black.political because I’m black.

MARIEMARIE
I think Angela Davis might disagreeI think Angela Davis might disagree
 with  with you.you.

She starts to get the She starts to get the Mac & Cheese prepared. Pulls out theMac & Cheese prepared. Pulls out the
 milk.  milk. GrabGrabs the s the strastrainer iner etc.etc.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
But seriously if I decide to But seriously if I decide to make amake a
fucking LEGO movie it’s not becausefucking LEGO movie it’s not because
I want to tell a story about howI want to tell a story about how
the building blocks of the Americanthe building blocks of the American
Empire was slave labor.Empire was slave labor.

(takes a drink)(takes a drink)
I may just want to make a LEGOI may just want to make a LEGO
 movi movie.e.

MARIEMARIE
You don’t want to make a LEGOYou don’t want to make a LEGO
 movi movie.e.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
That’s true. But that first LEGOThat’s true. But that first LEGO
 movi movie was e was firefire..

MARIEMARIEAnd you’ve never gotten a goodAnd you’ve never gotten a good
review in your life.review in your life.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
That’s also true.That’s also true.

MARIEMARIE
And you’re complaining about goodAnd you’re complaining about good
reviews that haven’t yet beenreviews that haven’t yet been
 writ written.ten.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
That’s true.That’s true.
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MARIEMARIE
So stop. It makes you So stop. It makes you sound like ansound like an
asshole.asshole.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Yeah...Yeah...

(beat)(beat)
But you know what I’m But you know what I’m sayingsaying

though.though.

MARIEMARIE
Yeah but save it for Yeah but save it for another day.another day.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Yeah...Yeah...

MARIEMARIE
And the only reason you’reAnd the only reason you’re
complaining about the white girlcomplaining about the white girl
from the LA Times is from the LA Times is because shebecause she
gave you a bad gave you a bad review.review.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
It wasn’t just a bad It wasn’t just a bad review. It wasreview. It was
a dumb review. There’s aa dumb review. There’s a
difference.difference.

MARIEMARIE
Malcolm... you won. She’s comparingMalcolm... you won. She’s comparing
you to Spike Lee and you to Spike Lee and Barry Jenkins.Barry Jenkins.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
But she’s such a mediocre writer.But she’s such a mediocre writer.

MARIEMARIE
Fine. Then you’re not the nextFine. Then you’re not the next
Spike Lee or Barry Jenkins.Spike Lee or Barry Jenkins.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I doubt she even knows who I doubt she even knows who WilliamWilliam
Wyler is.Wyler is.

MARIEMARIE
I don’t know who William Wyler is.I don’t know who William Wyler is.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
He didHe did Best Years of our LivesBest Years of our Lives.. BenBen
Hur Hur . He’s one of . He’s one of the most versatilethe most versatile
filmmakers of all-time. He didfilmmakers of all-time. He did
Wuthering HeightsWuthering Heights and and RomanRoman
Holiday.Holiday.

She shakes her head, hasn’t seen any She shakes her head, hasn’t seen any of them.of them.
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MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
But it’s different, you don’t workBut it’s different, you don’t work
in film.in film.

Silence. And then -Silence. And then -

MARIEMARIE
You’re right, Malcolm. I don’t.You’re right, Malcolm. I don’t.

A longer beat.A longer beat.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I mean, you know what I mean.I mean, you know what I mean.

She nods. As Marie heads for She nods. As Marie heads for the pantry and grabs the box the pantry and grabs the box ofof
Mac & Cheese.Mac & Cheese.

He watches her for a He watches her for a long beat, turns away.long beat, turns away.

She opens it, throws the pack She opens it, throws the pack of cheese onto the counter andof cheese onto the counter and
pours the shells into the boiling water.pours the shells into the boiling water.

A long beat of A long beat of silence.silence.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Did you have fun tonight?Did you have fun tonight?

MARIEMARIE
It was nice.It was nice.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
(smiles)(smiles)

Nice?Nice?

She nods as he walks back up to her, holds her from behind.She nods as he walks back up to her, holds her from behind.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)

The entire night, while I wasThe entire night, while I wastalking to all these smiling,talking to all these smiling,
sweet, rich people who one monthsweet, rich people who one month
ago wouldn’t give me the time ago wouldn’t give me the time ofof
day... I’d look across the room andday... I’d look across the room and
see you. Marie.see you. Marie.

(beat)(beat)
And I’d think, “God, she is And I’d think, “God, she is thethe
 most  most beaubeautiful tiful fuckfucking ing creatcreature oure onn
planet earth.”planet earth.”

(beat)(beat)
And the sexiest. There’s truly noAnd the sexiest. There’s truly no
one sexier.one sexier.

He holds her and kisses her He holds her and kisses her neck.neck.
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MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Even Anthony said it.Even Anthony said it.

MARIEMARIE
Hmph.Hmph.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Not in a bad way. A good way. ANot in a bad way. A good way. A

respectful way. But it’s true.respectful way. But it’s true.
Every time I’d see you...Every time I’d see you...

He starts to kiss the He starts to kiss the back of her neck and back of her neck and shoulder.shoulder.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
With your little glass of club sodaWith your little glass of club soda
and cranberry, smiling and chattingand cranberry, smiling and chatting
it up... I’d think to it up... I’d think to myself...myself...

He kisses all the way down her spine to her ass.He kisses all the way down her spine to her ass.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
“God, am I fucking lucky.”“God, am I fucking lucky.”

ANGLE ON: MARIE, unmoved.ANGLE ON: MARIE, unmoved.

MARIEMARIE
(dryly)(dryly)

That’s so sweet.That’s so sweet.

He’s on his knees, slowly pulling her He’s on his knees, slowly pulling her dress over her ass anddress over her ass and
kissing her through her tights.kissing her through her tights.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
And I just couldn’t wait to And I just couldn’t wait to get youget you
home...home...

(he kisses)(he kisses)
And hold your cute little assAnd hold your cute little ass

(he kisses her again)(he kisses her again)And kiss it...And kiss it...
(kisses her.)(kisses her.)

And tell you that I love you...And tell you that I love you...

He spins her around. His mouth He spins her around. His mouth just below her pubic bone,just below her pubic bone,
kissing her over her underwear and tights.kissing her over her underwear and tights.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
I love you, Marie.I love you, Marie.

LOW ANGLE: As Marie looks down LOW ANGLE: As Marie looks down at him.at him.

MARIEMARIE
Do you want salted or Do you want salted or unsaltedunsalted

butter?butter?
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MALCOLMMALCOLM
I’ll just have you.I’ll just have you.

She gives him a big smile.She gives him a big smile.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
What was that?What was that?

MARIEMARIE
What?What?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
That smile?That smile?

MARIEMARIE
What?What?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
It was a fake smile.It was a fake smile.

She steps past him, pulls her She steps past him, pulls her dress down and opens the fridgedress down and opens the fridge
to grab the butter.to grab the butter.

MARIEMARIE
No it wasn’t.No it wasn’t.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Yes it was.Yes it was.

MARIEMARIE
It was nothing.It was nothing.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Bullshit. I can read you. I Bullshit. I can read you. I knowknow
 when  when nothnothing iing is soms somethiething.ng.

MARIEMARIE

Maybe you can’t read me.Maybe you can’t read me.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
No, I can fucking read you.No, I can fucking read you.

MARIEMARIE
C’mon I haven’t eaten all night.C’mon I haven’t eaten all night.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
This is more than that.This is more than that.

She stops and looks at She stops and looks at him, serious.him, serious.

MARIEMARIE
Malcolm, it’s one in the morning,Malcolm, it’s one in the morning,

let’s just eat and go to sleep.let’s just eat and go to sleep.
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He lays back on He lays back on the kitchen floor.the kitchen floor.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Please Marie, I don’t wanna fight.Please Marie, I don’t wanna fight.

MARIEMARIE
Same here.Same here.

She pulls out a She pulls out a kitchen knife and slices a chunk of kitchen knife and slices a chunk of butter.butter.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
That’s why I’m making you MacaroniThat’s why I’m making you Macaroni
and Cheese.and Cheese.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
So you are angry?So you are angry?

MARIEMARIE
No.No.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Was it the thing that Was it the thing that Anthony said?Anthony said?

MARIEMARIE
No.No.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
The joke about you being a The joke about you being a model?model?

MARIEMARIE
No.No.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Cause I wouldn’t take it seriously.Cause I wouldn’t take it seriously.
He’s old and from a He’s old and from a totallytotally
different era.different era.

MARIEMARIEI didn’t take it personally.I didn’t take it personally.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Promise.Promise.

MARIEMARIE
Promise.Promise.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Was it Taylor?Was it Taylor?

MARIEMARIE
No.No.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
You sure?You sure?
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MARIEMARIE
Yes.Yes.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Cause I know you get Cause I know you get weird aroundweird around
Taylor.Taylor.

MARIEMARIE

I don’t get weird around Taylor.I don’t get weird around Taylor.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Well, you get meek.Well, you get meek.

MARIEMARIE
Meek?... Huh... Really?Meek?... Huh... Really?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Well, you don’t talk a lot.Well, you don’t talk a lot.

MARIEMARIE
That’s different from meek.That’s different from meek.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I just mean that -I just mean that -

MARIEMARIE
Meek implies I’m shy or small Meek implies I’m shy or small oror
that she’s the fucking Queen ofthat she’s the fucking Queen of
England -England -

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I didn’t mean it like that. I justI didn’t mean it like that. I just
 mean meant -t -

MARIEMARIE
What?What?

MALCOLMMALCOLMI just meant -I just meant -

MARIEMARIE
What?What?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
That she’s a movie star.That she’s a movie star.

Marie gives him a look.Marie gives him a look.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
She’s about to become a movie She’s about to become a movie star.star.

MARIEMARIE

(a beat)(a beat)
Don’t jinx her, Malcolm.Don’t jinx her, Malcolm.
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He smiles at her.He smiles at her.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Point is. I have nothing nice Point is. I have nothing nice toto
say to Taylor. Which is the say to Taylor. Which is the reasonreason
I don’t talk to Taylor.I don’t talk to Taylor.

(...)(...)
It has nothing to do It has nothing to do with beingwith being

 meek meek..

MALCOLMMALCOLM
It’s just... She notices.It’s just... She notices.

A beat.A beat.

MARIEMARIE
Really?Really?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Yes.Yes.

MARIEMARIE
How do you know?How do you know?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I just do.I just do.

MARIEMARIE
Really?Really?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Well she sees how you are withWell she sees how you are with
other people... you’re talkative,other people... you’re talkative,
you’re funny.you’re funny.

MARIEMARIE
What can I say, I’m What can I say, I’m personable.personable.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Right. Which makes her Right. Which makes her insecure.insecure.

MARIEMARIE
What does? Other human beings withWhat does? Other human beings with
personalities?personalities?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
No. It’s the fact that you’re No. It’s the fact that you’re notnot
yourself and she knows it.yourself and she knows it.

Marie blows on a noodle to cool it down.Marie blows on a noodle to cool it down.

MARIEMARIE

She’ll survive.She’ll survive.
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Tastes it to see if Tastes it to see if it’s cooked through. It’s good.it’s cooked through. It’s good.

Marie turns off the stove.Marie turns off the stove.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
You’re angry.You’re angry.

She dumps the noodles through the strainer.She dumps the noodles through the strainer.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
What are you angry about?What are you angry about?

She pours them back in the pot.She pours them back in the pot.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Marie?Marie?

Puts in the butter.Puts in the butter.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Marie?Marie?

The milk.The milk.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Marie?Marie?

Stirs in the packet of Stirs in the packet of cheese. Malcolm gets more frustrated.cheese. Malcolm gets more frustrated.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Fucking talk to me.Fucking talk to me.

She hits the spoon on the edge of the pot.She hits the spoon on the edge of the pot.

He gets frustrated and walks away as she pours it in a bowlHe gets frustrated and walks away as she pours it in a bowl
and sets it down on the table.and sets it down on the table.

MARIEMARIETrust me. It’s not a Trust me. It’s not a good idea.good idea.
Lets talk tomorrow.Lets talk tomorrow.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
But I know you’re upset at me.But I know you’re upset at me.

MARIEMARIE
It’s not a big deal.It’s not a big deal.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I can’t go to I can’t go to sleep knowing you’resleep knowing you’re
angry.angry.

MARIEMARIE

I’m begging you. Nothing I’m begging you. Nothing productiveproductive
is going to be is going to be said tonight.said tonight.
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MALCOLMMALCOLM
How do you know?How do you know?

MARIEMARIE
Because I know you.Because I know you.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
What’s that mean?What’s that mean?

She starts to walk out of the kitchen with a bowl of mac &She starts to walk out of the kitchen with a bowl of mac &
cheese.cheese.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
What’s that mean?What’s that mean?

But she doesn’t answer. He looks at But she doesn’t answer. He looks at the mac & cheese. Hethe mac & cheese. He
looks at her heading down the looks at her heading down the hall.hall.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
What do you mean?What do you mean?

She turns back to him.She turns back to him.

MARIEMARIE
You are literally incapable ofYou are literally incapable of
deescalating a problem unless it’sdeescalating a problem unless it’s
 work work-rela-related..ted... And . And even even then then it’sit’s
fifty-fifty.fifty-fifty.

Marie turns and walks down the Marie turns and walks down the hall toward the bedroom.hall toward the bedroom.

A beat.A beat.

Malcolm follows yelling after her.Malcolm follows yelling after her.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Why is it that Why is it that anytime anythinganytime anything

good happens in our lives, you havegood happens in our lives, you haveto find to find something... Anything...something... Anything...
The most minor fucking detail toThe most minor fucking detail to
harp on, to make ugly, to harp on, to make ugly, to fuckingfucking
ensure that there is no possibleensure that there is no possible
fucking reason to celebrate.fucking reason to celebrate.

He opens the bedroom door -He opens the bedroom door -

INT. BEDROOM - INT. BEDROOM - CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS

As Marie takes off her As Marie takes off her jewelry -jewelry -

MARIEMARIE

Really... you wanna go there?Really... you wanna go there?
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MALCOLMMALCOLM
Yes.Yes.

MARIEMARIE
Ok.Ok.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Alright. What is it?Alright. What is it?

MARIEMARIE
Your speech, Malcolm.Your speech, Malcolm.

She puts her jewelry in a box. Picks up a bunch of clothes onShe puts her jewelry in a box. Picks up a bunch of clothes on
the ground and walks out past the ground and walks out past him.him.

INT. HALLWAY - INT. HALLWAY - CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS

As Malcolm follows her toward the laundry room.As Malcolm follows her toward the laundry room.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Oh give me a Oh give me a fucking break. You arefucking break. You are
completely out of your fuckingcompletely out of your fucking
 mind mind. Whe. When I sn I said yaid you’lou’ll finl find thed the
 most  most minominor fucr fucking king detadetail anil and turd turnn
it ugly... I fucking meant it.it ugly... I fucking meant it.

She tosses the clothes in the She tosses the clothes in the laundry room.laundry room.

MARIEMARIE
You didn’t thank me, Malcolm.You didn’t thank me, Malcolm.
That’s not a minor fucking detail.That’s not a minor fucking detail.
That’s a big one.That’s a big one.

And back down the hallway.And back down the hallway.

MALCOLMMALCOLM

But I’ve thanked you a millionBut I’ve thanked you a milliontimes before. You know I’mtimes before. You know I’m
thankful. You know I’mthankful. You know I’m
appreciative. And you know it was aappreciative. And you know it was a
fucking mistake, so why turn itfucking mistake, so why turn it
into anything more?into anything more?

MARIEMARIE
Because it is more.Because it is more.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
What?What?

She enters the bedroom, grabs a pack She enters the bedroom, grabs a pack of cigarettes and walksof cigarettes and walks
back out towards the LIVING ROOM.back out towards the LIVING ROOM.
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MARIEMARIE
It’s our whole relationship in aIt’s our whole relationship in a
fucking nutshell.fucking nutshell.

A beat.A beat.

LIVING ROOM.LIVING ROOM.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
You can’t be serious.You can’t be serious.

MARIEMARIE
I’m dead serious.I’m dead serious.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Then you’re psychotic.Then you’re psychotic.

MARIEMARIE
And you’re hyperbolic.And you’re hyperbolic.

She walks out the sliding door She walks out the sliding door to go smoke a to go smoke a cigarette.cigarette.

EXT. HOUSE PATIO BY TREE - EXT. HOUSE PATIO BY TREE - CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I’m not. It’s psychotic to thinkI’m not. It’s psychotic to think
that forgetting to thank you isthat forgetting to thank you is
symbolic of anything other than mesymbolic of anything other than me
legitimately forgetting to fuckinglegitimately forgetting to fucking
thank you.thank you.

She turns to him.She turns to him.

MARIEMARIE
Malcolm, you thanked a hundred andMalcolm, you thanked a hundred and
twelve fucking people. You thankedtwelve fucking people. You thanked

your agents. Your cast. Youryour agents. Your cast. Your moth mother. Yer. Your gour gafferaffer. Yo. Your fuur fuckingcking
third grade teacher and the usherthird grade teacher and the usher
 who  who workeworked at d at the tthe theatheater wher when yoen youu
 were  were eleveleven yeen years oars old ald and sand saww
 what whatever-ever-the-fthe-fuck.uck.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I didn’t thank the fucking usher -I didn’t thank the fucking usher -

MARIEMARIE
You know what I mean -You know what I mean -

MALCOLMMALCOLM
You don’t have to be You don’t have to be sarcastic andsarcastic and

petty and fucking obnoxious aboutpetty and fucking obnoxious about
it. I forgot to thank it. I forgot to thank you.you.

(MORE)(MORE)
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I AM SORRY. I I AM SORRY. I am genuinely sorry.am genuinely sorry.
Which is why I Which is why I apologized a hundredapologized a hundred
times during the movie. I couldn’ttimes during the movie. I couldn’t
even focus on the movie I felt soeven focus on the movie I felt so
guilty.guilty.

MARIEMARIE
That’s a shame. You’ve only seen itThat’s a shame. You’ve only seen it

seven thousand times.seven thousand times.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
- But every time I leaned over and- But every time I leaned over and
said I’m sorry you said it wassaid I’m sorry you said it was
fine. You squeezed my hand and saidfine. You squeezed my hand and said
“It’s fine. I love you. Don’t“It’s fine. I love you. Don’t
 worr worry... y... It’s It’s fine.fine.””

A beat.A beat.

MARIEMARIE
Well Malcolm, I changed my mind.Well Malcolm, I changed my mind.
It’s not fine.It’s not fine.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
How can you just change your How can you just change your mind?mind?

MARIEMARIE
Honestly... it’s really fuckingHonestly... it’s really fucking
easy.easy.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
That doesn’t seem a little crazy toThat doesn’t seem a little crazy to
you?you?

MARIEMARIE
Not at all.Not at all.

MALCOLMMALCOLMReally?Really?

MARIEMARIE
Nope.Nope.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Why?Why?

MARIEMARIE
Because while I was sitting throughBecause while I was sitting through
the film, I was fine. the film, I was fine. And it wasn’tAnd it wasn’t
that big of a that big of a deal. But afterward,deal. But afterward,
at the party...at the party...

MALCOLM (CONT'D)MALCOLM (CONT'D)

(MORE)(MORE)
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every single person from yourevery single person from your
 moth mother to er to TaylTaylor caor came ume up and p and saidsaid,,
“I know you’re probably a little“I know you’re probably a little
upset he forgot to thank you but Iupset he forgot to thank you but I
know how much he counts on know how much he counts on you.”you.”

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Taylor said that?Taylor said that?

MARIEMARIE
She told me not to read into it.She told me not to read into it.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
What does that mean?What does that mean?

MARIEMARIE
That’s funny you say that... that’sThat’s funny you say that... that’s
the exact same thought I had.the exact same thought I had.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I didn’t cheat on you.I didn’t cheat on you.

MARIEMARIE
I didn’t ask.I didn’t ask.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I’m just saying that.I’m just saying that.

MARIEMARIE
So am I...So am I...

(beat)(beat)
But lets not digress. Because asBut lets not digress. Because as
the night went on, I the night went on, I became lessbecame less
fine with it. Because it’s not justfine with it. Because it’s not just
about you forgetting to thank me.about you forgetting to thank me.
It’s about how you see me and howIt’s about how you see me and how
you view my contribution, not justyou view my contribution, not just

to this relationship, but to yourto this relationship, but to your work work. Spe. Specificcifically, ally, a moa movie vie youyou
 made made... a... about bout my limy life.fe.

She stubs the cigarette out.She stubs the cigarette out.

Walks back to the bedroom and Walks back to the bedroom and slams the door shut.slams the door shut.66 66

I/E. LIVING ROOM / PATIO - I/E. LIVING ROOM / PATIO - CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS

HOLD ON: Malcolm... Confused and caught off guard.HOLD ON: Malcolm... Confused and caught off guard.

He walks toward the kitchen table, sits down.He walks toward the kitchen table, sits down.

Begins to eat the mac Begins to eat the mac and cheese.and cheese.

MARIE (CONT'D)MARIE (CONT'D)
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After a few bites.After a few bites.

He yells out.He yells out.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
You know Marie... you are genuinelyYou know Marie... you are genuinely
unstable.unstable.

He scarfs down more mac and He scarfs down more mac and cheese.cheese.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
I’m not kidding. I’m actuallyI’m not kidding. I’m actually
concerned for your mental well-concerned for your mental well-
being.being.

He continues to eat his mac He continues to eat his mac and cheese, until he finishes.and cheese, until he finishes.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
You are fucking insane.You are fucking insane.

He walks over and peers into the pot of mac & cheese.He walks over and peers into the pot of mac & cheese.

Scoops out some more.Scoops out some more.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
In what fucking universe is theIn what fucking universe is the
character of Imani based on you?character of Imani based on you?

Suddenly, Marie comes walking back out to find him.Suddenly, Marie comes walking back out to find him.

MARIEMARIE
Really?Really?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Obviously there’s certainObviously there’s certain
similarities..similarities... But . But she’s notshe’s not
fucking based on you.fucking based on you.

MARIEMARIE
Are you actually yelling andAre you actually yelling and
belittling me across the housebelittling me across the house
because you’re too busy eatingbecause you’re too busy eating
 maca macaroni roni and cand cheeseheese??

MALCOLMMALCOLM
What?What?

MARIEMARIE
(mimicking him)(mimicking him)

What?What?

MALCOLMMALCOLM

I’m not.I’m not.
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MARIEMARIE
Don’t fucking lie. You’re literallyDon’t fucking lie. You’re literally
getting seconds.getting seconds.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I’m not.I’m not.

MARIEMARIE

You realize how disturbing it isYou realize how disturbing it is
that you’re able tothat you’re able to
compartmentalicompartmentalize to ze to such a degreesuch a degree
that you can casually abuse methat you can casually abuse me
 whil while eate eating ming mac anac and chd cheese.eese.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Abuse you?Abuse you?

MARIEMARIE
- Mac and cheese that - Mac and cheese that I fuckingI fucking
 made made..

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Abuse you?Abuse you?

MARIEMARIE
Verbally abuse me.Verbally abuse me.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Thanks for the Thanks for the clarificationclarification. It’s. It’s
kind of an important one.kind of an important one.

(then)(then)
But verbally abuse you? Give me aBut verbally abuse you? Give me a
fucking break.fucking break.

He takes another bite of the He takes another bite of the mac and cheese.mac and cheese.

MARIEMARIE

If you’re gonna call me fuckingIf you’re gonna call me fuckinginsane and treat me like I’m insane and treat me like I’m crazycrazy
as least have the decency to do itas least have the decency to do it
 with without cout casualasually ealy eating ting mac mac andand
cheese. How does that actuallycheese. How does that actually
 work work? Wha? What’s it’s it sout sound lnd like iike insidenside
your brain? Is it like “what ayour brain? Is it like “what a
cunt. I wonder if there’s more maccunt. I wonder if there’s more mac
and cheese. What a cunt? This and cheese. What a cunt? This isis
delicious. What a cunt? If I delicious. What a cunt? If I couldcould
direct commercials for Kraft Macdirect commercials for Kraft Mac
and Cheese I would.”and Cheese I would.”

He just looks at her.He just looks at her.
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MALCOLMMALCOLM
You can say whatever you want,You can say whatever you want,
Marie... You can get pissed offMarie... You can get pissed off
that I didn’t thank you. Thatthat I didn’t thank you. That
Anthony made a joke about you Anthony made a joke about you beingbeing
a model. That Taylor said whatevera model. That Taylor said whatever
the fuck Taylor said...the fuck Taylor said...

MARIEMARIE
It was mean.It was mean.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
She’s an actor.She’s an actor.

MARIEMARIE
And all night I had to look overAnd all night I had to look over
and see you laughing with her and see you laughing with her andand
posing for photos.posing for photos.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
She’s the lead of my film.She’s the lead of my film.

MARIEMARIE
I know... I don’t care.I know... I don’t care.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
It’s my job to make her feelIt’s my job to make her feel
comfortable.comfortable.

MARIEMARIE
Not at my expense.Not at my expense.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Yes. Despite how the fuck you Yes. Despite how the fuck you feelfeel
about it. It is my job.about it. It is my job.

MARIEMARIE

And you’d never fucking forget toAnd you’d never fucking forget tothank her -thank her -

MALCOLMMALCOLM
- Jesus Christ.- Jesus Christ.

MARIEMARIE
You wouldn’t.You wouldn’t.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Cause she’s fucking psychotic.Cause she’s fucking psychotic.

MARIEMARIE
But that’s my point. You’d neverBut that’s my point. You’d never
forget to thank her because she’dforget to thank her because she’d

flip the fuck out. She’d spend theflip the fuck out. She’d spend the
 whol whole nige night maht making king you you pay fpay for itor it..

(MORE)(MORE)
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So much so, that it So much so, that it would neverwould never
happen again.happen again.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
So what you’re saying is thatSo what you’re saying is that
you’re not nuts enough?you’re not nuts enough?

MARIEMARIE

No. What I’m saying is, you No. What I’m saying is, you spendspend
your entire life catering to theyour entire life catering to the
feelings and whims of everyone butfeelings and whims of everyone but
 me.  me. ActorActors, prs, produceoducers, rs, crewcrew
 memb members..ers... Fuc. Fuck, evk, even fen fictioictionalnal
characters get more empathy andcharacters get more empathy and
respect from you than I do...respect from you than I do...

(...)(...)
That’s what’s so fucking odd aboutThat’s what’s so fucking odd about
this whole thing. And I get this whole thing. And I get it,it,
Taylor is great in the film. Taylor is great in the film. ButBut
 when  when you you get uget up thep there are and gind give anve an
entire speech about Taylor’sentire speech about Taylor’s
ability to breathe life into theability to breathe life into the
character of Imani without evercharacter of Imani without ever
acknowledging that if I hadn’tacknowledging that if I hadn’t
lived my life, she wouldn’t exist.lived my life, she wouldn’t exist.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Imani is not based on you.Imani is not based on you.

MARIEMARIE
Imani’s a twenty year-old drugImani’s a twenty year-old drug
addict trying to get clean. Whataddict trying to get clean. What
 was  was it, jit, just pust pure fure fuckiuckingng
coincidence?coincidence?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Obviously you getting clean wasObviously you getting clean was

part of the part of the inspiration.inspiration.

MARIEMARIE
At twenty.At twenty.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Yes. And you were able to Yes. And you were able to provideprovide
genuine insights into what thatgenuine insights into what that
felt like... But Imani’s not basedfelt like... But Imani’s not based
on you. It’s an amalgamation of aon you. It’s an amalgamation of a
lot of different things.lot of different things.

MARIEMARIE
Who?Who?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
People.People.

MARIE (CONT'D)MARIE (CONT'D)
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MARIEMARIE
What people?What people?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
A lot of different people.A lot of different people.

MARIEMARIE
Mhmhm.Mhmhm.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
My cousin. It’s you know... a My cousin. It’s you know... a lotlot
of different people.of different people.

She takes a beat, studies him...She takes a beat, studies him...

MARIEMARIE
I feel like once you I feel like once you know someoneknow someone
is there for you. Once you is there for you. Once you knowknow
they love you... You never thinkthey love you... You never think
about them again.about them again.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
That’s not true.That’s not true.

MARIEMARIE
It’s only when you’re about to loseIt’s only when you’re about to lose
someone that you finally paysomeone that you finally pay
attention.attention.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Is that what this is?Is that what this is?

MARIEMARIE
What?What?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Is what you’re threatening? That ifIs what you’re threatening? That if

I don’t apologize I’m going to loseI don’t apologize I’m going to loseyou...you...

MARIEMARIE
I’m not lookin for an I’m not lookin for an apology.apology.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Then what do you want Then what do you want Marie... AMarie... A
screenplay credit?screenplay credit?

MARIEMARIE
Don’t be cruel.Don’t be cruel.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
No seriously. I know I spend No seriously. I know I spend hourshours

and hours talking to you aboutand hours talking to you about
 work work..

(MORE)(MORE)
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Is it so much Is it so much of a fucking nuisanceof a fucking nuisance
that you’d like compensation.that you’d like compensation.

MARIEMARIE
It’s not about credit, Malcolm. IIt’s not about credit, Malcolm. I
don’t want fucking credit.don’t want fucking credit.

A beat.A beat.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Then what is it?Then what is it?

MARIEMARIE
The film is beautiful. I’m proud ofThe film is beautiful. I’m proud of
you. It took forever to make you. It took forever to make and itand it
 was  was fuckifucking tong tough. ugh. But But I’m cI’m curiouuriouss
about one thing? Do you think about one thing? Do you think it’dit’d
be as good as it is, if we weren'tbe as good as it is, if we weren't
together?together?

A beat.A beat.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
No.No.

MARIEMARIE
That’s all I wish you That’s all I wish you said.said.

A long tense beat.A long tense beat.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Great... are we no longer fighting?Great... are we no longer fighting?

MARIEMARIE
It depends.It depends.

MALCOLMMALCOLM

On what?On what?

MARIEMARIE
Whether you can manage to not Whether you can manage to not saysay
something hurtful for the rest ofsomething hurtful for the rest of
the night.the night.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I’m not that bad.I’m not that bad.

MARIEMARIE
The fuck you aren’t.The fuck you aren’t.

He looks at her He looks at her and smiles... and then it turns into a and smiles... and then it turns into a laugh.laugh.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Can I kiss you?Can I kiss you?

MALCOLM (CONT'D)MALCOLM (CONT'D)
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MARIEMARIE
No.No.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
You sure.You sure.

MARIEMARIE
I’m fucking positive.I’m fucking positive.

He moves closer to her. He He moves closer to her. He puts his arms around her.puts his arms around her.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Just don’t take me for granted.Just don’t take me for granted.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I don’t.I don’t.

MARIEMARIE
You did.You did.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I’m sorry.I’m sorry.

He kisses her...He kisses her...

MARIEMARIE
I’m the only person in your I’m the only person in your lifelife
 who  who tells tells you you you’ryou’re bee being aing ann
asshole when you’re being anasshole when you’re being an
asshole.asshole.

He kisses her again. She falls He kisses her again. She falls back on the couch.back on the couch.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I know.I know.

MARIEMARIE

And now that you made a film that aAnd now that you made a film that a
bunch of people like... The wholebunch of people like... The whole
 worl world is d is gonna gonna be kbe kissiissing yong your asur ass.s.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
You think?You think?

MARIEMARIE
Yeah. I heard it all Yeah. I heard it all night.night.

(mimicking)(mimicking)
He’s such a genius, he’s soHe’s such a genius, he’s so
sensitive, he’s so attuned tosensitive, he’s so attuned to
emotion... I bet he’s emotion... I bet he’s romantic.romantic.
He’s sweet right?He’s sweet right?  

MALCOLMMALCOLM
What did you say?What did you say?
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MARIEMARIE
I said, “yeah when he’s not I said, “yeah when he’s not beingbeing
an emotional fucking an emotional fucking terrorist.”terrorist.”

She smiles at him, teasingly...She smiles at him, teasingly...

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Oooph...Oooph...

He leans down to kiss her.He leans down to kiss her.

MARIEMARIE
No.No.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Yes.Yes.

She puts her legs out to keep him at bay. He grabs her anklesShe puts her legs out to keep him at bay. He grabs her ankles
as they play wrestle.as they play wrestle.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
You think you’re tough, skinnyYou think you’re tough, skinny

bones jones?bones jones?
MARIEMARIE

I am tough.I am tough.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
You’re light work. I’ll fuckin eatYou’re light work. I’ll fuckin eat
your ass for breakfast.your ass for breakfast.

He wins and sneaks in He wins and sneaks in another kiss.another kiss.

She looks at him. Her She looks at him. Her feet against his chest.feet against his chest.

Pushing him back and forth, toying with him.Pushing him back and forth, toying with him.

MARIEMARIE
Life is gonna get easier but Life is gonna get easier but it’sit’s
also gonna get harder.also gonna get harder.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
What do you mean?What do you mean?

MARIEMARIE
Don’t believe the hype, Don’t believe the hype, Malcolm.Malcolm.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Yeahhh...Yeahhh...

MARIEMARIE
And don’t push away the people whoAnd don’t push away the people who
ground you.ground you.
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He leans in and He leans in and kisses her, passionately.kisses her, passionately.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Self doubt is the key. Self-doubtSelf doubt is the key. Self-doubt
is what will make you is what will make you great. Thegreat. The
second you start thinking you knowsecond you start thinking you know
 what  what you’you’re dore doing. ing. That That you’you’rere
great. You’re brilliant. Thatgreat. You’re brilliant. That

there’s no possible way you couldthere’s no possible way you could
 make  make a pia piece oece of shif shit...t...

(beat)(beat)
You make a piece of shit.You make a piece of shit.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
That’s not gonna happen.That’s not gonna happen.

MARIEMARIE
But the scariest part is you’llBut the scariest part is you’ll
have no idea you made a piece ofhave no idea you made a piece of
shit.shit.

MALCOLMMALCOLM

Oh yeah...Oh yeah...
MARIEMARIE

Yeah...it’ll be fake films aboutYeah...it’ll be fake films about
fake people with fake fake people with fake emotions...emotions...

He kisses her.He kisses her.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
And you’ll start having dinner withAnd you’ll start having dinner with
the white girl from the LA the white girl from the LA Times.Times.

He laughs... As he keeps kissing her He laughs... As he keeps kissing her neck and chest.neck and chest.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)

And talking about this one-take andAnd talking about this one-take and
that one-take... and how the camerathat one-take... and how the camera
 move moves in s in this this but nbut not tot that..hat... and. and
all the shit that no all the shit that no one actuallyone actually
gives a fuck about when they gives a fuck about when they watchwatch
a movie.a movie.

He looks up at her as he kisses across her chest and down herHe looks up at her as he kisses across her chest and down her
stomach...stomach...

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
And the next thing you know And the next thing you know you’llyou’ll
be doing a press tour for your newbe doing a press tour for your new
LEGO film... Talking about how it’sLEGO film... Talking about how it’s
actually for the failure ofactually for the failure of
reconstruction.reconstruction.
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As she mimics him, real serious:As she mimics him, real serious:

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
I mean the original title was I mean the original title was FortyForty
LEGOS and a Mule but the studio -LEGOS and a Mule but the studio -  

MALCOLMMALCOLM
You’re fucking hilarious.You’re fucking hilarious.

MARIEMARIE
You think it’s funny but it’sYou think it’s funny but it’s
fucking true. I can see it fucking true. I can see it now.now.

(beat)(beat)
And all your new twitter friendsAnd all your new twitter friends
 will  will be fbe fuckinucking quog quote tte tweetiweeting yong yourur
ass... Handclaps and shit.ass... Handclaps and shit.

(beat)(beat)
THIS. IS. WHAT. CHANGE. LOOKS.THIS. IS. WHAT. CHANGE. LOOKS.
LIKE. YASSS KING.LIKE. YASSS KING.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Brutal.Brutal.

MARIEMARIE
And then the rest of And then the rest of America willAmerica will
be like what’s this negro doingbe like what’s this negro doing
selling some bullshit with hisselling some bullshit with his
LEGOs. Get the fuck outta here. ILEGOs. Get the fuck outta here. I
ain’t seeing that shit.ain’t seeing that shit.

(beat)(beat)
Protests! Boycotts! Cause you know,Protests! Boycotts! Cause you know,
you’re politicizing these LEGOs!you’re politicizing these LEGOs!

(beat)(beat)
And the studio’ll probably getAnd the studio’ll probably get
freaked out. You’ll probably getfreaked out. You’ll probably get
freaked out.freaked out.

(...)(...)

Start wondering if this hill ofStart wondering if this hill of
LEGO’s is really worth dying on,LEGO’s is really worth dying on,
Malcolm.Malcolm.

(beat)(beat)
But your new white girlfriend fromBut your new white girlfriend from
the LA Times with her SPF 50the LA Times with her SPF 50
brigade will come riding to thebrigade will come riding to the
rescue on some real soccer momrescue on some real soccer mom
shit. Tweeting at people left andshit. Tweeting at people left and
right.right. Who is in charge, here?Who is in charge, here?  
Because this is unacceptable! ThisBecause this is unacceptable! This
is censorship!is censorship! It is  It is everyone’severyone’s
 mora moral obll obligatiigation to on to buy buy a tia ticket cket toto
the new LEGO movie written andthe new LEGO movie written and
directed by a black man. Did directed by a black man. Did youyou
hear me a REAL BLACK MAN!hear me a REAL BLACK MAN!

(MORE)(MORE)
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Let’s all change the world byLet’s all change the world by
 maki making it ng it the the biggebiggest bst box ofox officefice
ever!ever!

(beat)(beat)
And they’ll all take photos ofAnd they’ll all take photos of
their ticket stubs. And trolls willtheir ticket stubs. And trolls will
send them death threats. Which willsend them death threats. Which will
only confirm that they’re doing theonly confirm that they’re doing the

right thing by signal boosting aright thing by signal boosting a
 marg marginaliinalized vzed voice.oice.

(beat)(beat)
And the next thing you know And the next thing you know you’llyou’ll
 make  make a toa toy comy company pany a bia billionllion
dollars. Congratulations Malcolmdollars. Congratulations Malcolm
Ellis! You did it. Here’s a Ellis! You did it. Here’s a couplecouple
 mill million dion dollarollars and s and a fra fruit uit baskebasket.t.
Just a thought... But have you everJust a thought... But have you ever
considered making the Angela Davisconsidered making the Angela Davis
biopic out of LEGOS?biopic out of LEGOS?

(beat)(beat)
You laugh now but you You laugh now but you could changecould change
the world.the world.

Malcolm has been enjoying her little rant.Malcolm has been enjoying her little rant.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
You should never have given upYou should never have given up
acting.acting.

A long beat.A long beat.

MARIEMARIE
What are you saying, Malcolm? ThatWhat are you saying, Malcolm? That
I was brilliant as CONCERNED NURSEI was brilliant as CONCERNED NURSE
#2 and SKINNY GIRL IN #2 and SKINNY GIRL IN ALLEY? That IALLEY? That I
had a future in this biz?had a future in this biz?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I always believed that if you I always believed that if you foundfound
a character that allowed you to bea character that allowed you to be
yourself, you’d be yourself, you’d be astonishing.astonishing.

MARIEMARIE
Well, unfortunately... no one canWell, unfortunately... no one can
really write me, except you.really write me, except you.

A long beat of A long beat of silence. As she gets up and silence. As she gets up and walks outside.walks outside.

EXT. BACKYARD - EXT. BACKYARD - CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS77 77

It’s the middle of the It’s the middle of the night.night.

MARIE (CONT'D)MARIE (CONT'D)
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And the air is chilly. On the table is an open pack ofAnd the air is chilly. On the table is an open pack of
PARLIAMENTS and a BAR-B-Q PARLIAMENTS and a BAR-B-Q lighter.lighter.

She lights a cigarette and starts to She lights a cigarette and starts to smoke.smoke.

INT. LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUSINT. LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS88 88

ANGLE ON: Malcolm watching her through the window. Her backANGLE ON: Malcolm watching her through the window. Her back
to him. Standing outside in her bare to him. Standing outside in her bare feet and red tights.feet and red tights.

IN THE REFLECTION we can see IN THE REFLECTION we can see MALCOLM take out his phone andMALCOLM take out his phone and
press play on a song.press play on a song.

EXT. BACKYARD - EXT. BACKYARD - CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS99 99

ANGLE ON: MARIE’S FACE as she ANGLE ON: MARIE’S FACE as she hears the OPENING CHORDS ofhears the OPENING CHORDS of
WILLIAM BELL’S “I FORGOT TO BE WILLIAM BELL’S “I FORGOT TO BE YOUR LOVER”YOUR LOVER”..

She smiles to herself, as she She smiles to herself, as she takes a drag of her takes a drag of her cigarette.cigarette.
WE HOLD ON her WE HOLD ON her for about ten seconds and suddenly a for about ten seconds and suddenly a crack ofcrack of

emotion as she tries to hold emotion as she tries to hold back tears.back tears.

She glances over her shoulder to see She glances over her shoulder to see Malcolm sitting in theMalcolm sitting in the
LIVING ROOM.LIVING ROOM.

She tries to keep her She tries to keep her emotions in but can’t.emotions in but can’t.

MARIEMARIE
Fuck.Fuck.

She wipes the tears from her She wipes the tears from her eyes and walks away from theeyes and walks away from the
house.house.

HOLD ON: Malcolm sitting in the living room, HOLD ON: Malcolm sitting in the living room, singing along.singing along.

INT. LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUSINT. LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS1100 1100

ANGLE ON: MALCOLM moving his head to ANGLE ON: MALCOLM moving his head to the song, softly singingthe song, softly singing
along, a little drunk.along, a little drunk.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Oh, I've been workin' for you, /Oh, I've been workin' for you, /
doin' all I can /doin' all I can /
To work all the time To work all the time didn't make medidn't make me
a man / a man / 
Oh, I forgot to be your lover / Oh, I forgot to be your lover / 
And I'm sorry, / And I'm sorry, / 
I'll make it up to I'll make it up to you somehow,you somehow,
baby / baby / 

He looks up to notice that Marie is gone. He stands up.He looks up to notice that Marie is gone. He stands up.
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MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Marie?Marie?

There’s no answer.There’s no answer.

He walks closer to the He walks closer to the window. Still no answer.window. Still no answer.

WIDE SHOT of the house WIDE SHOT of the house from OUTSIDE as Malcolm walks out andfrom OUTSIDE as Malcolm walks out and

looks out toward the hills and looks out toward the hills and trees.trees.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Marie?Marie?

No answer.No answer.

The wind blows through the grass and The wind blows through the grass and trees.trees.

There’s something eerie about it.There’s something eerie about it.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Marie?Marie?

But no answer.But no answer.

He begins to search for her. He begins to search for her. Walks alongside the house. TheWalks alongside the house. The
 windo windows liws lit up, t up, but but no sno sign oign of Marf Marie.ie.

He heads toward the bedroom from outside -He heads toward the bedroom from outside -

INT. BEDROOM - INT. BEDROOM - CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS

THRU the SLIDING GLASS DOOR -THRU the SLIDING GLASS DOOR -

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Marie?Marie?

No answer. As he checks the No answer. As he checks the BATHROOM. He turns and heads out.BATHROOM. He turns and heads out.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Marie, if you’re playing... StopMarie, if you’re playing... Stop
it.it.

There’s total silence.There’s total silence.

He walks out into the HALLWAY -He walks out into the HALLWAY -

PEERS INTO THE STUDY.PEERS INTO THE STUDY.

There’s no sign.There’s no sign.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Marie?Marie?
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He’s getting more and more freaked out.He’s getting more and more freaked out.

BACK OUT DOWN the HALLWAY,BACK OUT DOWN the HALLWAY,

AND INTO THE LIVING ROOMAND INTO THE LIVING ROOM

Where he stops and looks around.Where he stops and looks around.

A beat.A beat.

We see MARIE as We see MARIE as she rounds the corner, crosses and scares theshe rounds the corner, crosses and scares the
shit out of him.shit out of him.

He fucking screams -He fucking screams -

And she dies laughing.And she dies laughing.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
WHAT THE FUCK?WHAT THE FUCK?

Marie can’t help but fall to Marie can’t help but fall to the floor in hysterics. Malcolmthe floor in hysterics. Malcolm
doesn’t find it humorous at all.doesn’t find it humorous at all.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Why the fuck did you do that?Why the fuck did you do that?

MARIEMARIE
I couldn’t help it!I couldn’t help it!

MALCOLMMALCOLM
You’re so fucking immature.You’re so fucking immature.

Marie mimics his scream. Cracks up again.Marie mimics his scream. Cracks up again.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Why would you do that?Why would you do that?

MARIEMARIE
I went to pee and you freakedI went to pee and you freaked
out...out...

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Why didn’t you use a Why didn’t you use a bathroom?bathroom?

MARIEMARIE
Because I didn’t grow up with aBecause I didn’t grow up with a
backyard... And the novelty hasn’tbackyard... And the novelty hasn’t
 worn  worn off.off.

INT. LIVING ROOM / KITCHEN - INT. LIVING ROOM / KITCHEN - CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS1122 1122

Heads into the kitchen and gets herself a Heads into the kitchen and gets herself a glass of water.glass of water.
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MARIEMARIE
It’s funny... You’re the It’s funny... You’re the neediestneediest
 man  man I’ve I’ve ever ever dateddated..

(beat)(beat)
I don’t mean that as I don’t mean that as an insult.an insult.
Just a fact. But at the same timeJust a fact. But at the same time
you’re the least jealous man I’veyou’re the least jealous man I’ve
ever dated. I could literally beever dated. I could literally be

hanging on some guy’s arm, andhanging on some guy’s arm, and
you’d never think it’s sexual.you’d never think it’s sexual.

(beat)(beat)
You’d just come up to me and sayYou’d just come up to me and say
“what are you doing? I can’t“what are you doing? I can’t
remember anyone’s name at thisremember anyone’s name at this
party. I need your help. C’mon.party. I need your help. C’mon.
Let’s go.”Let’s go.”

MALCOLMMALCOLM
But whose arm are you But whose arm are you hanging on?hanging on?

MARIEMARIE
That’s the point. It doesn’tThat’s the point. It doesn’t

 matt matter.er.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Is this about tonight?Is this about tonight?

MARIEMARIE
Kinda.Kinda.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Kinda?Kinda?

MARIEMARIE
I was just outside smoking and youI was just outside smoking and you
 were  were playplaying Wing Williailliam Bem Bell anll andd
trying to apologize in trying to apologize in whateverwhatever

emotionally obtuse way made senseemotionally obtuse way made sense
to you. As if a song written fiftyto you. As if a song written fifty
years ago about a different fuckingyears ago about a different fucking
girl could somehow make me feelgirl could somehow make me feel
better about our relationship. Abetter about our relationship. A
relationship that, um -relationship that, um -

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Most people would say lack ofMost people would say lack of
jealousy is a good thing.jealousy is a good thing.

MARIEMARIE
Not when it borders onNot when it borders on
indifference.indifference.
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MALCOLMMALCOLM
What are you talking about?What are you talking about?

MARIEMARIE
You can encourage me all you You can encourage me all you wantwant
to have a life but it’s allto have a life but it’s all
bullshit. You don’t want me to havebullshit. You don’t want me to have
a life that’s separate from yours.a life that’s separate from yours.

(beat)(beat)
You’re too fucking needy.You’re too fucking needy.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I thought we were done fighting...I thought we were done fighting...

MARIEMARIE
Don’t be so sensitive. This isn’t aDon’t be so sensitive. This isn’t a
fight.fight.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Yeah right -Yeah right -

MARIEMARIE

It’s just an It’s just an observation.observation.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Marie I don’t think you want to goMarie I don’t think you want to go
here?here?

MARIEMARIE
Why’s that?Why’s that?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Cause you don’t.Cause you don’t.

MARIEMARIE
Why’s that?Why’s that?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
And if you do, And if you do, you’re not thinkingyou’re not thinking
clearly.clearly.

MARIEMARIE
I think I’m thinking clearly.I think I’m thinking clearly.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
You’re not, trust me.You’re not, trust me.

MARIEMARIE
Well, I have a Well, I have a slight masochisticslight masochistic
streak.streak.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
But you’re not dumb.But you’re not dumb.
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MARIEMARIE
Oh my god, thank you.Oh my god, thank you.  

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Don’t be a fucking brat.Don’t be a fucking brat.

MARIEMARIE
And don’t fucking patronize me andAnd don’t fucking patronize me and

tell me I gave tell me I gave up something whenup something when
you know damn well, that your you know damn well, that your workwork
is all that matters and all is all that matters and all youyou
have time for.have time for.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Oh you gave up a career so youOh you gave up a career so you
could be an emotional support dog?could be an emotional support dog?

She looks at him.She looks at him.

MARIEMARIE
Fuck you.Fuck you.

MALCOLMMALCOLMBe honest.Be honest.

MARIEMARIE
Fuck you.Fuck you.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
You didn’t want it.You didn’t want it.

MARIEMARIE
FUCK YOU!FUCK YOU!

MALCOLMMALCOLM
You gave up. You got You gave up. You got scared. Youscared. You
didn’t want to -didn’t want to -

MARIEMARIE
FUCK YOU!FUCK YOU!

MALCOLMMALCOLM
- try and fail.- try and fail.

Marie leans in close -Marie leans in close -

MARIEMARIE
You are ugly inside.You are ugly inside.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Marie, when I met you, you were aMarie, when I met you, you were a
fucking pilled-out disaster.fucking pilled-out disaster.

(MORE)(MORE)
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You were barely 20 years old, You were barely 20 years old, youyou
couldn’t hold a conversationcouldn’t hold a conversation
 with without nout noddinodding off g off or lor lashiashing oung outt
or breaking down. Don’t or breaking down. Don’t pretendpretend
like in the last five like in the last five years youyears you
became so fucking enlightened thatbecame so fucking enlightened that
I forgot about the old you.I forgot about the old you.

Marie turns away -Marie turns away -

MARIEMARIE
Oh shut the fuck up!Oh shut the fuck up!

She starts to walk out She starts to walk out of the LIVING ROOM but Malcolm follows-of the LIVING ROOM but Malcolm follows-

MALCOLMMALCOLM
(beat)(beat)

Of course I want you to have aOf course I want you to have a
fucking life. You know why, Marie?fucking life. You know why, Marie?
Because I’m terrified that if youBecause I’m terrified that if you
don’t... you’re gonna hangdon’t... you’re gonna hang
everything on mine -everything on mine -

She slams the door to the bedroom - he opens the door to theShe slams the door to the bedroom - he opens the door to the
bedroom -bedroom -

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
- and when god forbid, I forget to- and when god forbid, I forget to
thank you at a thank you at a fucking premiere...fucking premiere...
You come home, start a fight You come home, start a fight and byand by
 morn morning ying you’re ou’re drindrinking king on xon xannieanniess
and trying to cut your wrists and trying to cut your wrists withwith
a pair of fucking nail scissors.a pair of fucking nail scissors.

A beat of silence. She A beat of silence. She nods.nods.

MARIEMARIE

I want you to leave this room.I want you to leave this room.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Too bad, Marie. And I get it. YouToo bad, Marie. And I get it. You
have pain and have pain and disappointment anddisappointment and
dreams... Like everyone else ondreams... Like everyone else on
planet earth.planet earth.

She walks past him into the She walks past him into the hallway -hallway -

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
You didn’t get whatever jobs youYou didn’t get whatever jobs you
 wish wished yoed you gotu got. You. You’re ’re embarembarrasserassedd
about being SKINNY GIRL IN ALLEYabout being SKINNY GIRL IN ALLEY
and fucking CONCERNED NURSE #2...and fucking CONCERNED NURSE #2...
Guess what? None of us are Guess what? None of us are proud ofproud of
the way we started off.the way we started off.

MALCOLM (CONT'D)MALCOLM (CONT'D)
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I was doing token punch ups onI was doing token punch ups on
straight to VOD rom coms. And straight to VOD rom coms. And underunder
the table rewrites on movies thatthe table rewrites on movies that
didn’t actually want to paydidn’t actually want to pay
 writ writers.ers.

(...)(...)
But you keep on fucking working.But you keep on fucking working.
You keep on trying. You work You keep on trying. You work harderharder
and harder because even if you’reand harder because even if you’re
not talented, which you are, younot talented, which you are, you
can still get somewhere. As long ascan still get somewhere. As long as
you don’t have a fucking ego. you don’t have a fucking ego. YouYou
don’t have to be proud ofdon’t have to be proud of
everything you do. You just have toeverything you do. You just have to
 work  work hardharder ther than nian ninetynety-nine-nine
percent of people.percent of people.

She leans against a wall and She leans against a wall and stares at him.stares at him.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
But what’s bullshit. What’s aBut what’s bullshit. What’s a
fucking cop-out. Is you acting likefucking cop-out. Is you acting like

 my w my work iork is so s so suffosuffocaticating yong you canu can’t’teven breathe. That you don’t haveeven breathe. That you don’t have
any space. Look at this fuckingany space. Look at this fucking
rental house they put us in. Find arental house they put us in. Find a
fucking room. Get to work.fucking room. Get to work.

(beat)(beat)
And stop blaming me for yourAnd stop blaming me for your
inability to get your shitinability to get your shit
together. I checked you into rehab.together. I checked you into rehab.
I went to group therapy with I went to group therapy with you. Iyou. I
fucking supported you every singlefucking supported you every single
step of the way. When you gotstep of the way. When you got
depressed. When you were on so manydepressed. When you were on so many
 meds  meds you you didn’didn’t fuct fuck fok for halr half af a
year. year. I I was was there there for for you... you... WhenWhen

you relapsed... I was there foryou relapsed... I was there for
you...you...

(beat)(beat)
When we lived on 38th When we lived on 38th street andstreet and
you went out to a meeting andyou went out to a meeting and
didn’t come home... Because youdidn’t come home... Because you
 were  were fuckfucking sing someonomeone ele else... se... I waI wass
there for you.there for you.

(beat)(beat)
So don’t fucking go there, Marie.So don’t fucking go there, Marie.
You’re not gonna win this one.You’re not gonna win this one.
Trust me.Trust me.

She looks at him, emotional.She looks at him, emotional.

He goes to fix himself a drink -He goes to fix himself a drink -

MALCOLM (CONT'D)MALCOLM (CONT'D)
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MARIEMARIE
You were there for me. That’s You were there for me. That’s true.true.
And I was a mess, that’s true. ButAnd I was a mess, that’s true. But
be honest about the real reason yoube honest about the real reason you
 were  were therthere for e for me.me.

(beat)(beat)
I was good material. That’s why youI was good material. That’s why you
stuck around and fought for me andstuck around and fought for me and
loved me. Because it was a loved me. Because it was a story.story.
It was a world of emotions youIt was a world of emotions you
 were weren’t un’t used tsed to seeo seeing ing so fuso fuckingcking
close. And because I was 20 close. And because I was 20 yearsyears
old. Because I had never been old. Because I had never been lovedloved
the way you loved me, the way you loved me, or thoughtor thought
you loved me, I didn’t realize whatyou loved me, I didn’t realize what
I was to you. A movie. A fuckingI was to you. A movie. A fucking
tragedy. That you could tragedy. That you could continuecontinue
 watc watching hing as loas long as ng as you you were were thertheree
for me. And tonight while sittingfor me. And tonight while sitting
in the theater I watched the in the theater I watched the wholewhole
thing play out. So don’t pretendthing play out. So don’t pretend
like it was a like it was a selfless act. It’sselfless act. It’s

literally the basis of your fuckingliterally the basis of your fuckingart. And it’s the reason all art. And it’s the reason all thesethese
people are calling you people are calling you brilliantbrilliant
and brave and and brave and fearless.fearless.

She taunts him.She taunts him.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Tell me, Malcolm... How did youTell me, Malcolm... How did you
give voice to the character ofgive voice to the character of
Imani? How are you able to Imani? How are you able to channelchannel
the voice of a the voice of a young woman so well.young woman so well.
So So authenticallyauthentically..?..?

(beat)(beat)
“Well, Jennifer, that’s a good“Well, Jennifer, that’s a good

question. I guess I just stole it.question. I guess I just stole it.
Ripped it off. Not a Ripped it off. Not a literal theftliteral theft
but a spiritual one.”but a spiritual one.”

(beat)(beat)
You’re a fucking fraud and that’sYou’re a fucking fraud and that’s
the real reason you didn’t thankthe real reason you didn’t thank
 me.  me. You kYou know inow it...t...

(...)(...)
You have nothing fucking new toYou have nothing fucking new to
say. All you can do is mimic. Be asay. All you can do is mimic. Be a
parrot. A goddamn cock-a-too.parrot. A goddamn cock-a-too.

(...)(...)
God forbid you’re ever alone...God forbid you’re ever alone...

(...)(...)
And have to dream up And have to dream up anotheranother
original idea. What are you gonnaoriginal idea. What are you gonna
do, Malcolm?do, Malcolm?

(MORE)(MORE)
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What are you gonna write...? This?What are you gonna write...? This?
(beat)(beat)

I don’t think so. You I don’t think so. You don’t havedon’t have
the balls. The gravitas, thethe balls. The gravitas, the
fucking introspection to look atfucking introspection to look at
yourself, and your flaws and youryourself, and your flaws and your
shortcomings..shortcomings... And . And the fact thatthe fact that
you may not be the next Barryyou may not be the next Barry
Jenkins or Spike Lee... Cause thoseJenkins or Spike Lee... Cause those
 moth motherfucerfuckers kers had shad sometomething hing new tnew too
say... Something personal to say.say... Something personal to say.
Something true to them and theirSomething true to them and their
experience.experience.

(beat)(beat)
You say your film is You say your film is about shameabout shame
and guilt. Whose shame? Whoseand guilt. Whose shame? Whose
guilt?guilt?

(...)(...)
What the fuck do you What the fuck do you know aboutknow about
shame and guilt? You’ve got twoshame and guilt? You’ve got two
parents, no bad habits other thanparents, no bad habits other than
being a prick, and a being a prick, and a collegecollege

education. What the fuck do youeducation. What the fuck do youknow? Your Dad’s a professor. Yourknow? Your Dad’s a professor. Your
 moth mother’s er’s a thea therapisrapist. Yt. Your sour sisterister
 work works for s for a fua fucking cking thinthink tak tank innk in
DC. But out here, on the theseDC. But out here, on the these
streets, these smiling ass richstreets, these smiling ass rich
people think you know what it’speople think you know what it’s
like to fucking scrap. Think youlike to fucking scrap. Think you
lived it... Give me a lived it... Give me a fuckingfucking
break. You’re more privileged thanbreak. You’re more privileged than
the white girl who works for the white girl who works for the LAthe LA
Times, thinking she’s doing aTimes, thinking she’s doing a
public service by lifting yourpublic service by lifting your
 medi mediocre ocre ass vass voice.oice.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Now you’re being cruel.Now you’re being cruel.

MARIEMARIE
Then try slitting your wrists withThen try slitting your wrists with
a pair of nail a pair of nail scissors...scissors...

She finally cracks, her eyes welling up.She finally cracks, her eyes welling up.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
It’s not something you’re gonnaIt’s not something you’re gonna
 wann wanna sura survive vive thougthough cah cause iuse it’st’s
embarrassing. Don’t worry, I’m notembarrassing. Don’t worry, I’m not
so petty that I’ll throw it out inso petty that I’ll throw it out in
a fight cause I’m angry.a fight cause I’m angry.

MARIE (CONT'D)MARIE (CONT'D)
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MALCOLMMALCOLM
I didn’t mean it.I didn’t mean it.

MARIEMARIE
Too late.Too late.

(beat)(beat)
It’s humiliating.It’s humiliating.

(beat)(beat)
And it’s cruel.And it’s cruel.

(beat)(beat)
And it makes me regret sharing soAnd it makes me regret sharing so
 much  much with with you.you.

She walks off into the She walks off into the bedroom, leaving him alone. And shutsbedroom, leaving him alone. And shuts
the door.the door.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

MONTAGE OF MALCOLM & MARIEMONTAGE OF MALCOLM & MARIE

- Malcolm throws back his drink.- Malcolm throws back his drink.

- Marie turns on the bath.- Marie turns on the bath.

- Malcolm pours himself another drink.- Malcolm pours himself another drink.

- Marie turns toward the mirror and - Marie turns toward the mirror and wipes her tears.wipes her tears.

- Malcolm outside looking at the house, talking to - Malcolm outside looking at the house, talking to himself.himself.

- Marie unzips her dress from - Marie unzips her dress from behind.behind.

- Malcolm paces alongside the house, talking to himself.- Malcolm paces alongside the house, talking to himself.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
(mumbled, barely audible)(mumbled, barely audible)

I’m keeping you from having a I’m keeping you from having a life.life.
Give me a fucking break. You Give me a fucking break. You don’tdon’t
know shit. Fuck you. Pain in know shit. Fuck you. Pain in mymy
ass. Bullshit ass nonsense -ass. Bullshit ass nonsense -

- Marie steps into the bathtub -- Marie steps into the bathtub -

- Malcolm stops and looks.- Malcolm stops and looks.

- Marie takes a - Marie takes a deep breath.deep breath.

SUDDENLY A LOUD KNOCK ON THE SUDDENLY A LOUD KNOCK ON THE WINDOW outside the bathroom -WINDOW outside the bathroom -

She looks up to She looks up to see Malcolm, outside:see Malcolm, outside:
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MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
(through the glass)(through the glass)

What do you mean, mediocre?What do you mean, mediocre?

Marie sighs and submerges her head underwater.Marie sighs and submerges her head underwater.

INT. BATHROOM - MOMENTS LATERINT. BATHROOM - MOMENTS LATER1144 1144

As we hear the As we hear the sound of MALCOLM entering the bathroom, andsound of MALCOLM entering the bathroom, and
 walki walking up ng up to hto her.er.

A long beat as we watch until she comes back up for air.A long beat as we watch until she comes back up for air.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Were you just trying to be Were you just trying to be mean? Ismean? Is
that why you said it?that why you said it?

She ties her hair up She ties her hair up and moves sideways in the bath, her and moves sideways in the bath, her legslegs
dangling out over the tub, dripping water on dangling out over the tub, dripping water on the tiled floor.the tiled floor.

She looks up at She looks up at him, towering over her.him, towering over her.

MARIEMARIE
Out of everything I said, mediocreOut of everything I said, mediocre
is what stuck with you?is what stuck with you?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I just want to I just want to know if you actuallyknow if you actually
believe it?believe it?

She looks at him, her She looks at him, her head cocked.head cocked.

MARIEMARIE
Guess...Guess...

MALCOLMMALCOLM

Answer the question.Answer the question.

MARIEMARIE
But what’s the But what’s the question,question,
specifically?specifically?

A beat.A beat.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Do you not like the movie?Do you not like the movie?

MARIEMARIE
I feel like that’s a I feel like that’s a differentdifferent
question.question.
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MALCOLMMALCOLM
So you don’t like me and you don’tSo you don’t like me and you don’t
like the movie.like the movie.

MARIEMARIE
I didn’t say that.I didn’t say that.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
That’s literally what you justThat’s literally what you just
fucking said...fucking said...

MARIEMARIE
Malcolm, I feel like you’re being aMalcolm, I feel like you’re being a
little irrational.little irrational.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I’m irrational? I’m fuckingI’m irrational? I’m fucking
irrational? This is the irrational? This is the biggestbiggest
night of my life and night of my life and you’re tryingyou’re trying
to turn it into the to turn it into the worst.worst. And I’mAnd I’m
irrational.irrational.

MARIEMARIELook at you -Look at you -

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Answer the fucking question, Marie.Answer the fucking question, Marie.
Do you think I have a fuckingDo you think I have a fucking
 medi mediocre ocre ass vass voice? oice? ThatThat’s w’s what yhat youou
said. Those were your exact fuckingsaid. Those were your exact fucking
 word words.s.

MARIEMARIE
Calm down.Calm down.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
- I’m not calming down -- I’m not calming down -

MARIEMARIE
Then I’m not answering theThen I’m not answering the
question.question.

INT. HALL / LIVING ROOM - INT. HALL / LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS1155 1155

He walks out of He walks out of the bathroom, yelling through the fuckingthe bathroom, yelling through the fucking
house, like a lunatic.house, like a lunatic.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
You fucking sit around all dayYou fucking sit around all day
doing nothing with your life anddoing nothing with your life and
I’m mediocre??? I got nothing toI’m mediocre??? I got nothing to
say??? I’m a fucking parakeet, asay??? I’m a fucking parakeet, a
goddamn goddamn cock-a-too...cock-a-too...

(MORE)(MORE)
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What the fuck is you? You gotWhat the fuck is you? You got
something to say? ONLY CAUSE I’Msomething to say? ONLY CAUSE I’M
SPEAKING FIRST! Only cause I‘mSPEAKING FIRST! Only cause I‘m
actually saying something. Get theactually saying something. Get the
fuck outta here -fuck outta here -

INT. BEDROOM / BATHROOM - CONTINUOUSINT. BEDROOM / BATHROOM - CONTINUOUS1166 1166

He walks back towards the bathroom -He walks back towards the bathroom -

MALCOLMMALCOLM
You know what you are. A You know what you are. A fuckingfucking
vulture. Look at you... Justvulture. Look at you... Just
 wait waiting fing for soor somethimething tng to fuco fuckingking
happen.happen.

She just looks at him.She just looks at him.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
I don’t want to offend you but youI don’t want to offend you but you
don’t have a life.don’t have a life.

(...)(...)You look good in your You look good in your dress. Well,dress. Well,
how lucky are you that I gothow lucky are you that I got
someplace to go.someplace to go.

(...)(...)
You ain’t fooling me, Marie. NoYou ain’t fooling me, Marie. No
 matt matter hoer how mucw much you h you decodecorate rate thatthat
ugly soul of yours.ugly soul of yours.

(...)(...)
I know you. I I know you. I remember you.remember you.

MARIEMARIE
Are you done?Are you done?

MALCOLMMALCOLM

You’re so fucking solipsistic thatYou’re so fucking solipsistic that
you see yourself in you see yourself in everything.everything.
Even things you had nothing to doEven things you had nothing to do
 with with. And . And god god forbiforbid I d I tell tell you tyou thehe
fucking truth. You notice the wayfucking truth. You notice the way
Imani walks and you turn to me andImani walks and you turn to me and
say, “I wonder where you got say, “I wonder where you got thatthat
 walk  walk fromfrom?” An?” And I sd I smile mile and and don’tdon’t
say shit cause I don’t wanna say shit cause I don’t wanna hurthurt
your feelings. But you tally it up,your feelings. But you tally it up,
cause while I’m actually doingcause while I’m actually doing
something, creating something,something, creating something,
you’re on the sidelines trying toyou’re on the sidelines trying to
justify your fucking justify your fucking existence.existence.

(imitating her)(imitating her)
I know that line. I said that. II know that line. I said that. I
did that. You took that from did that. You took that from me.me.  

MALCOLM (CONT'D)MALCOLM (CONT'D)
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Shit, even the feedback you giveShit, even the feedback you give
comes with an I OWE YOU.comes with an I OWE YOU.

He walks in and He walks in and sits down on the toilet across from sits down on the toilet across from her.her.
Leans in close.Leans in close.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
You wanna play dirty. Let’s fuckingYou wanna play dirty. Let’s fucking
go. You wanna hurt me, I go. You wanna hurt me, I promisepromise
you Marie, I can hurt you Marie, I can hurt you ten timesyou ten times
 more more. You. You’re a ’re a featfeatherwherweighteight, a, a
level one boss... I can fuckinglevel one boss... I can fucking
snap you like a twig.snap you like a twig.

She just looks at him, She just looks at him, stoic. Her head against the whitestoic. Her head against the white
 wall.  wall. Her Her mascamascara bra bleedileeding beng below hlow her eyer eyes.es.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Imani is based on you as much asImani is based on you as much as
she is on me. What she says to theshe is on me. What she says to the
nurse, that’s what I said to nurse, that’s what I said to thethe
doctor when my dad was in the ICU.doctor when my dad was in the ICU.

(beat)(beat)The way she walks, that’s my The way she walks, that’s my ex-ex-
girlfriend Jess. So is the scene ongirlfriend Jess. So is the scene on
the bicycle in the rain. It the bicycle in the rain. It wasn’twasn’t
based on the trip we took tobased on the trip we took to
Barcelona. It was Jess and I Barcelona. It was Jess and I inin
Brooklyn on a Citi-bike. The wayBrooklyn on a Citi-bike. The way
she ties her shoes with two she ties her shoes with two loops,loops,
you’re not the first. That wasyou’re not the first. That was
Jayla. So is the joke Jayla. So is the joke about notabout not
giving handjobs... That’s an old,giving handjobs... That’s an old,
played out line every guy’s heard.played out line every guy’s heard.

(beat)(beat)
When she makes the joke about When she makes the joke about howhow
quickly she orgasms, that was Kiki.quickly she orgasms, that was Kiki.

Who’s Kiki? A dancer I met Who’s Kiki? A dancer I met outsideoutside
of St. Louis on a roadtrip. Iof St. Louis on a roadtrip. I
fucked her in the penthouse suitefucked her in the penthouse suite
of a Marriot. Once on the bed, andof a Marriot. Once on the bed, and
once in the shower.once in the shower.

(beat)(beat)
I have a polaroid of I have a polaroid of her sitting inher sitting in
an empty heart shaped bathtub in aan empty heart shaped bathtub in a
photo album back home in ourphoto album back home in our
closet.closet.

(...)(...)
But you’re an addict, right? That’sBut you’re an addict, right? That’s
 what  what makemakes you s you so fso fuckiucking unng unique.ique.
That’s what makes your That’s what makes your contributioncontribution
so much more so much more significant. Right?significant. Right?
Right? Give me a fucking break.Right? Give me a fucking break.

(...)(...)

MALCOLM (CONT'D)MALCOLM (CONT'D)
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You’re not the first broken girlYou’re not the first broken girl
I’ve known, fucked or dated. II’ve known, fucked or dated. I
 wrot wrote my e my first first scriscript ipt in a on a onene
bedroom apartment with Lia, who Ibedroom apartment with Lia, who I
thought loved hour long thought loved hour long showersshowers
until I found her passed out until I found her passed out with awith a
needle in her arm. I got an emailneedle in her arm. I got an email
from her sister two and half from her sister two and half yearsyears
ago saying she passed away afterago saying she passed away after
eating a bottle of Tylenol andeating a bottle of Tylenol and
asking if I had any photos of herasking if I had any photos of her
for a slideshow they were puttingfor a slideshow they were putting
together.together.

(...)(...)
Shit... Now that I think about her,Shit... Now that I think about her,
I should’ve thanked her I should’ve thanked her tonight.tonight.

(...)(...)
Same with Tasha. First girl ISame with Tasha. First girl I
really truly loved. First girl whoreally truly loved. First girl who
ever really broke my heart, neverever really broke my heart, never
cheated on me though, I’ll give hercheated on me though, I’ll give her
that. Stopped drinking and gotthat. Stopped drinking and got

 marr married aied and gond got divt divorceorced.d.Constantly DMs me photos of her 8Constantly DMs me photos of her 8
year old daughter and says sheyear old daughter and says she
 wish wished shed she had e had a baa baby wby with mith me. Ane. Andd
I just send her back a bunch of redI just send her back a bunch of red
hearts because honestly I have nohearts because honestly I have no
idea how to respond to that.idea how to respond to that.

A long beat. Marie is A long beat. Marie is slowly breaking.slowly breaking.

MARIEMARIE
Are you done?Are you done?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I’m not even fucking close to I’m not even fucking close to beingbeing

done.done.

MARIEMARIE
Okay.Okay.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Why, you want me to stop?Why, you want me to stop?

She’s doing everything she can to be She’s doing everything she can to be stoic.stoic.

MARIEMARIE
No, Malcolm... Keep going.No, Malcolm... Keep going.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Why, because you’re enjoying it.Why, because you’re enjoying it.
You know how fucking disturbed youYou know how fucking disturbed you
are...?are...?

MALCOLM (CONT'D)MALCOLM (CONT'D)
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She tries to smile at him -She tries to smile at him -

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
You may have gotten clean, Marie.You may have gotten clean, Marie.
But you still haven’t figured outBut you still haven’t figured out
this part. Why you love beingthis part. Why you love being
traumatized and hurt and traumatized and hurt and fuckingfucking
eviscerated. It’s not healthy. It’seviscerated. It’s not healthy. It’s
not normal. And it permeates everynot normal. And it permeates every
aspect of our relationship. The wayaspect of our relationship. The way
 we f we fight. ight. The The way wway we tae talk. Tlk. The wahe wayy
 we f we fuck.uck.

(beat)(beat)
I’ve dated some damaged people inI’ve dated some damaged people in
 my l my life bife but nout none of ne of them them wantwanted ted too
be degraded and debased like you.be degraded and debased like you.
It’s frightening and I promise you,It’s frightening and I promise you,
nothing to be proud of...nothing to be proud of...

(beat)(beat)
So stop smiling, you look like anSo stop smiling, you look like an
idiot.idiot.

He gets up and walks out. Marie tries to hold it together -He gets up and walks out. Marie tries to hold it together -but she can’t.but she can’t.

And we watch as And we watch as she breaks, tears running down her face. Asshe breaks, tears running down her face. As
she cries alone in the she cries alone in the bathtub.bathtub.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM / HALL - INT. LIVING ROOM / HALL - MOMENTS LATERMOMENTS LATER1177 1177

As Malcolm fixes himself another drink he suddenly puts hisAs Malcolm fixes himself another drink he suddenly puts his
glass down and walks back towards the glass down and walks back towards the bathroom.bathroom.

MALCOLMMALCOLM

You know what I just You know what I just realized,realized,
Marie. It’s not about Marie. It’s not about justifyingjustifying
your existence. It’s not -your existence. It’s not -

INT. BATHROOM - INT. BATHROOM - CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS1188 1188

He enters the bathroom to find He enters the bathroom to find her still in the tub.her still in the tub.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
This whole thing is about you This whole thing is about you beingbeing
so fucking selfish, and so fuckingso fucking selfish, and so fucking
scared, that you want to break mescared, that you want to break me
down. Second guess everything I do.down. Second guess everything I do.

Am I mediocre? Can I do this jobAm I mediocre? Can I do this job with without hout her... er... Will Will it bit be hoe honest?nest?
Will it be truthful?Will it be truthful?

(MORE)(MORE)
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I dunno, I oughtta ask Marie. I dunno, I oughtta ask Marie. MaybeMaybe
Marie knows the answer. Marie knows the answer. Where’sWhere’s
Marie? I need Marie. That’s a Marie? I need Marie. That’s a cut!cut!
Marie where are you? Did you Marie where are you? Did you seesee
that performance? What do youthat performance? What do you
think? You liked it. Same here.think? You liked it. Same here.

(beat)(beat)
God forbid I’m secure enough in myGod forbid I’m secure enough in my
opinion that I don’t need you.opinion that I don’t need you.
That’s what this whole thing isThat’s what this whole thing is
about. Your whole fucking speechabout. Your whole fucking speech
about self-doubt... You just need aabout self-doubt... You just need a
reason to be needed. Because ifreason to be needed. Because if
you’re not, if I don’t need you’re not, if I don’t need you...you...
 well  well thenthen, why , why am I am I with with you you MariMarie?e?

A long beat.A long beat.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Isn’t that what this is about?Isn’t that what this is about?
Control. You want control...Control. You want control...
Because you can’t imagine that theBecause you can’t imagine that the

reason I’m with you is because Ireason I’m with you is because Ilove you. I love you. I don’t needlove you. I love you. I don’t need
you. I just love you.you. I just love you.

She starts to cry.She starts to cry.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
That there is someone on thisThat there is someone on this
fucking planet who just loves you.fucking planet who just loves you.
Loves your broken, disturbed,Loves your broken, disturbed,
junkie fucking ass enough that Ijunkie fucking ass enough that I
 will willingly ingly want want to bto be wie with yoth you. Wau. Wantnt
to love you. Want your opinion notto love you. Want your opinion not
because I need it but because I’mbecause I need it but because I’m
curious. Because I like the waycurious. Because I like the way

your brain works. Because I want toyour brain works. Because I want to
know how you see the know how you see the world. Whatworld. What
you think. That I value you. you think. That I value you. YourYour
opinion. Your love. Your opinion. Your love. Your instincts.instincts.
And I’m grateful. BecauseAnd I’m grateful. Because
everything you’ve been through madeeverything you’ve been through made
you, you. The woman I you, you. The woman I love. Thelove. The
 woma woman I gn I give a ive a fuck fuck abouabout. Tt. Thehe
 woma woman I’m n I’m up fup fightiighting wng with aith at 2 it 2 inn
the fucking morning on the bestthe fucking morning on the best
night of my life, because she’snight of my life, because she’s
relentless and fucking crazy. Andrelentless and fucking crazy. And
I’m sorry, I fucked up. II’m sorry, I fucked up. I
apologized a thousand times... Butapologized a thousand times... But

really since the second we got homereally since the second we got homeall I wanted to do all I wanted to do is celebrateis celebrate
 with  with you. you. MariMarie. My e. My girlgirl..

MALCOLM (CONT'D)MALCOLM (CONT'D)

(MORE)(MORE)
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That’s all... You wanna know theThat’s all... You wanna know the
part of Imani that’s based on part of Imani that’s based on you.you.
The end, the part that makes it aThe end, the part that makes it a
fucking tragedy... The part wherefucking tragedy... The part where
she loathes herself so much becauseshe loathes herself so much because
of all the shame and of all the shame and guilt that sheguilt that she
can’t let the good in. That’s can’t let the good in. That’s thethe
part that’s based on you. Herpart that’s based on you. Her
inability to fathom that someone ininability to fathom that someone in
this world loves her. Despite thethis world loves her. Despite the
fact that she doesn't love herself.fact that she doesn't love herself.
That’s you. That’s the part thatThat’s you. That’s the part that
isn’t fiction.isn’t fiction.

He walks out of He walks out of the bathroom and outside.the bathroom and outside.

HOLD ON MARIE FOR A LONG BEAT.HOLD ON MARIE FOR A LONG BEAT.

As she continues to cry.As she continues to cry.

*(Maybe we watch Marie pull herself together and get*(Maybe we watch Marie pull herself together and get
dressed?)dressed?)

CUT TO:CUT TO:

EXT. OUTSIDE - MOMENTS LATEREXT. OUTSIDE - MOMENTS LATER1199 1199

Malcolm sits down outside and smokes a cigarette.Malcolm sits down outside and smokes a cigarette.

Lights it with the BAR-B-Q LIGHTER.Lights it with the BAR-B-Q LIGHTER.

And grimaces as he takes a puff.And grimaces as he takes a puff.

He sits there smoking and drinking.He sits there smoking and drinking.

Still frustrated from his fight with Marie.Still frustrated from his fight with Marie.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

INT. KITCHEN - INT. KITCHEN - CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS

INSIDE THE KITCHEN. We see Marie enter. She INSIDE THE KITCHEN. We see Marie enter. She looks at Malcolm,looks at Malcolm,
outside. She’s wearing a kimono.outside. She’s wearing a kimono.

He doesn’t notice her.He doesn’t notice her.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

EXT. OUTSIDE - EXT. OUTSIDE - CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS
Marie comes out.Marie comes out.

MALCOLM (CONT'D)MALCOLM (CONT'D)
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Grabs the cigarette from Grabs the cigarette from Malcolm.Malcolm.

And sits down in the chair next to him. They sit there inAnd sits down in the chair next to him. They sit there in
silence.silence.

She pulls out her phone and presses PLAY on “She pulls out her phone and presses PLAY on “GET RID OF HIM”GET RID OF HIM”  
byby DIONNE WARWICK.DIONNE WARWICK.  

Looks at Malcolm with a mischievous smile for about Looks at Malcolm with a mischievous smile for about 2020
seconds, but he’s lost in his seconds, but he’s lost in his own head.own head.

BACKUP TRIOBACKUP TRIO
We are your friendsWe are your friends
And we got some good And we got some good adviceadvice
Before you let him break your Before you let him break your heartheart
You'd better think twiceYou'd better think twice
He is the one He is the one who'll tease yourwho'll tease your
cryin'cryin'
He's only out to break your He's only out to break your heartheart
Him with his cheatin' and he'sHim with his cheatin' and he's
lyin'lyin'
He's gonna rip your dreams apart.He's gonna rip your dreams apart.

Marie retreats, looking away, as she continues to smokeMarie retreats, looking away, as she continues to smoke
cigarette.cigarette.

A beat.A beat.

As Malcolm glances over at her As Malcolm glances over at her and we can sense that he and we can sense that he wantswants
to reach out, and maybe hold to reach out, and maybe hold her hand but doesn’t because ofher hand but doesn’t because of
his pride or maybe because he’s not his pride or maybe because he’s not there yet.there yet.

DIONNE WARWICKDIONNE WARWICK
But I love himBut I love him
And there's nothing I can doAnd there's nothing I can do (Get(Get
rid of him)rid of him)
Uh-uhUh-uh (Get rid of him)(Get rid of him)

Oh, noOh, no (Do you mean to say (Do you mean to say you'reyou're
still consider him?)still consider him?)  
Ah-haAh-ha

As the music continues to play As the music continues to play and they sit there,and they sit there,
silently... Listening to the lyrics and not talking.silently... Listening to the lyrics and not talking.

DIODIONNE NNE WARWARWICWICKK (CONT'(CONT'D)D)
When you tell me that When you tell me that he's lazyhe's lazy
(Get rid of him)(Get rid of him)  
You're just sayin' the things IYou're just sayin' the things I
knowknow (Get rid of him)(Get rid of him)  
You'd better tell me that I'm You'd better tell me that I'm crazycrazy
(Get rid of him)(Get rid of him)  

But I'll never let him goBut I'll never let him go
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And they go back and And they go back and forth, missing each others cues andforth, missing each others cues and
glances, both yearning to connect and call a glances, both yearning to connect and call a truce but nottruce but not
sure how the other feels.sure how the other feels.

The song playing off her phone The song playing off her phone speaker:speaker:

DIODIONNE NNE WARWARWICWICKK (CONT'(CONT'D)D)
He will hurt youHe will hurt you
And he'll break your heart in And he'll break your heart in twotwo
(Get rid of him)(Get rid of him)  
Uh-uhUh-uh (Get rid of him)(Get rid of him)  
Oh, noOh, no (Do you mean to say (Do you mean to say you'reyou're
still consider him?)still consider him?)  
Ah-haAh-ha

TRIOTRIO
(Get rid of him)(Get rid of him)
(Get rid of him)(Get rid of him)
(Get rid of him)(Get rid of him)

DIONNE WARWICKDIONNE WARWICK
Oh, but I love himOh, but I love him

And there's nothing I can doAnd there's nothing I can do (Get(Getrid of him)rid of him)  
Uh-uhUh-uh (Get rid of him)(Get rid of him)
Oh, noOh, no (Do you really mean to (Do you really mean to saysay
that you can still go on this way?)that you can still go on this way?)

(Get rid of him)(Get rid of him) No No
(Get rid of him)(Get rid of him) Oh, no Oh, no
(Get rid of him)(Get rid of him) Uh-uh Uh-uh
(Get rid of him)(Get rid of him)

I know he's out to break my heartI know he's out to break my heart
And he'll rip my dreams apartAnd he'll rip my dreams apart

But I love that fella soBut I love that fella so
And I'll never let him goAnd I'll never let him go

(Get rid of him)(Get rid of him) Oh, no Oh, no
(Get rid of him)(Get rid of him) Oh, no Oh, no
(Get rid of him)(Get rid of him) No No

The song comes to an end.The song comes to an end.

A beat of silence.A beat of silence.

Malcolm gets up and walks back Malcolm gets up and walks back inside.inside.

Leaving Marie by herself.Leaving Marie by herself.

A long beat.A long beat.
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Marie just sits there in silence.Marie just sits there in silence.

And then the SOUND OF AN OWL.And then the SOUND OF AN OWL.

She looks up at the tree.She looks up at the tree.

A beat.A beat.

The OWL HOOTS again.The OWL HOOTS again.

Marie HOOTS BACK.Marie HOOTS BACK.

A beat.A beat.

The OWL HOOTS AGAIN.The OWL HOOTS AGAIN.2200 2200

From BEHIND MARIE.From BEHIND MARIE.

We hear Malcolm from inside the LIVING ROOM We hear Malcolm from inside the LIVING ROOM --

MALCOLM (O.S.)MALCOLM (O.S.)
Fuck.Fuck.

She turns toward CAMERA.She turns toward CAMERA.

Looks.Looks.

Another beat.Another beat.

MALMALCOLCOLM M (O.(O.S.)S.) (CONT'(CONT'D)D)
Fucking piece of shit -Fucking piece of shit -

CUT TO:CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUSINT. LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS2211 2211

ANGLE ON: Malcolm pacing in the LIVING ROOM ANGLE ON: Malcolm pacing in the LIVING ROOM talking totalking to
himself.himself.

As Marie enters.As Marie enters.

MARIEMARIE
What’s going on?What’s going on?

Malcolm looks at her.Malcolm looks at her.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
The LA Times review is up.The LA Times review is up.

MARIEMARIE

What’s it say?What’s it say?
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MALCOLMMALCOLM
I don’t know. The fucking internet -I don’t know. The fucking internet -

A long beat.A long beat.

MARIEMARIE
Is it good?Is it good?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Hold on -Hold on -

MARIEMARIE
Who sent it to you?Who sent it to you?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
No one. I just found it.No one. I just found it.

MARIEMARIE
How come no one sent it to you?How come no one sent it to you?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Marie. Stop! It’s loading!Marie. Stop! It’s loading!

A long beat. He stares at his phone.A long beat. He stares at his phone.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
(muttering)(muttering)

C’mon. C’mon, C’mon.C’mon. C’mon, C’mon.
(a long beat)(a long beat)

Oh fuck me! There’s a Oh fuck me! There’s a fuckingfucking
paywall.paywall.

MARIEMARIE
What’s the headline?What’s the headline?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I gotta pay a I gotta pay a dollar ninety-nine adollar ninety-nine a

 mont month. Jeh. Jesus fsus fuckinucking chg christ rist --

MARIEMARIE
When was it posted?When was it posted?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Twenty minutes ago.Twenty minutes ago.

MARIEMARIE
And no one sent it to you?And no one sent it to you?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Where’s my wallet?Where’s my wallet?
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MARIEMARIE
I don’t know.I don’t know.

(beat)(beat)
Why did no one send it to you?Why did no one send it to you?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Maybe because it’s a bad review.Maybe because it’s a bad review.

MARIEMARIE
Maybe because it’s two in theMaybe because it’s two in the
 morn morning.ing.

Malcolm starts to walk through the house looking for hisMalcolm starts to walk through the house looking for his
 walle wallet.t.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Where is...?Where is...?

MARIEMARIE
Don’t you have your credit cardDon’t you have your credit card
stored in your phone?stored in your phone?

MALCOLMMALCOLMNo.No.

MARIEMARIE
Why?Why?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Cause I don’t. I don’t trust Cause I don’t. I don’t trust thatthat
shit.shit.

MARIEMARIE
Really?Really?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Marie, stop it.Marie, stop it.

MARIEMARIE
Sorry -Sorry -

A beat. He opens a A beat. He opens a bunch of drawers. Checks his coat pockets.bunch of drawers. Checks his coat pockets.
But nothing.But nothing.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Did what’s her name write it?Did what’s her name write it?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
The white girl?The white girl?

MARIEMARIE

Yeah.Yeah.
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MALCOLMMALCOLM
Yeah.Yeah.

A beat.A beat.

MARIEMARIE
Well, it’s gotta be positive if sheWell, it’s gotta be positive if she
 wrot wrote it.e it.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I mean I hope so -I mean I hope so -

He gets frustrated.He gets frustrated.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Where is my Where is my motherfucking wallet???motherfucking wallet???

MARIEMARIE
Don’t ask me, I don’t Don’t ask me, I don’t know.know.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I wasn’t asking you. I know I wasn’t asking you. I know youyou

don’t know -don’t know -

And then he finds his wallet by the bar. He pulls out hisAnd then he finds his wallet by the bar. He pulls out his2233 2233
credit cards -credit cards -

BACK INTO THE LIVING ROOM.BACK INTO THE LIVING ROOM.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
This is bullshit. I’m entering myThis is bullshit. I’m entering my
fucking email address -fucking email address -

(beat)(beat)
Oh, ok. Fucking dot com. Fuck.Oh, ok. Fucking dot com. Fuck.

He wipes the sweat off He wipes the sweat off his forehead. His flash turns on. Hehis forehead. His flash turns on. He
holds up his credit card for holds up his credit card for his phone to scan.his phone to scan.

MARIEMARIE
You said the conversation you hadYou said the conversation you had
 with  with her her was gwas great. reat. That That she she callcalleded
you the next Spike Lee -you the next Spike Lee -

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Yeah but you know - Yeah but you know - BillingBilling
Address? C’mon...Address? C’mon...

MARIEMARIE
If she thinks you’re the next If she thinks you’re the next SpikeSpike
Lee she’s not going to write aLee she’s not going to write a
 medi mediocre ocre reviereview.w.

He looks at her -He looks at her -
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MALCOLMMALCOLM
Ha, Ha, Ha.Ha, Ha, Ha.

MARIEMARIE
Poor choice of words -Poor choice of words -

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Maybe the William Wyler jokeMaybe the William Wyler joke
bothered her. I mean it’s possible -bothered her. I mean it’s possible -

MARIEMARIE
Were you mean to her?Were you mean to her?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
No. I wasn’t mean to her. She’s aNo. I wasn’t mean to her. She’s a
 moro moron. Bun. But I wt I wasn’t asn’t mean mean to hto her.er.

MARIEMARIE
Did she know that you Did she know that you thought shethought she
 was  was a mora moron?on?

MALCOLMMALCOLM

No. Not unless she took offense toNo. Not unless she took offense tothe joke -the joke -

MARIEMARIE
A tip for the A tip for the future Malcolm, don’tfuture Malcolm, don’t
 make  make a cra critic itic feel feel stupstupid.id.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I was kind. I was generous. If allI was kind. I was generous. If all
things were equal, it would havethings were equal, it would have
been completely justified for me tobeen completely justified for me to
saw her head off with saw her head off with a fuckinga fucking
pocket knife.pocket knife.

A beat.A beat.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Ok. I’m in! I’m in!Ok. I’m in! I’m in!

(beat)(beat)
Where is it? How do you navigate -Where is it? How do you navigate -
Got it. Got it.Got it. Got it.

MARIEMARIE
Read it aloud.Read it aloud.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Of course.Of course.

Malcolm reads the review:Malcolm reads the review:
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MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
“Imani” review: A cinematic tour-de-“Imani” review: A cinematic tour-de-
force takes aim at the twin force takes aim at the twin horrorshorrors
of healthcare and racism in Malcolmof healthcare and racism in Malcolm
Ellis’ rebellious, jazzyEllis’ rebellious, jazzy
directorial debut.directorial debut.

(and then)(and then)
I fucking hate her. Who wants I fucking hate her. Who wants toto
see that film?see that film?

MARIEMARIE
Cinematic tour de-force is all ICinematic tour de-force is all I
heard.heard.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
You didn’t hear Jazzy?You didn’t hear Jazzy?

MARIEMARIE
No, I also heard Jazzy.No, I also heard Jazzy.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
“Like the opening steadicam shot -”“Like the opening steadicam shot -”

(he interrupts)(he interrupts)It’s a dolly you fucking retard.It’s a dolly you fucking retard.
(reading aloud)(reading aloud)

“ - through the streets of Bed-“ - through the streets of Bed-
Stuy, we know one thing about Stuy, we know one thing about ourour
slender protagonist Imani -slender protagonist Imani -

MARIEMARIE
What a strange What a strange self-consciouself-conscious things thing
to say?to say?

Malcolm smiles at her.Malcolm smiles at her.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
“- She marches to her “- She marches to her own beat. Sheown beat. She

sets the tone, the atmosphere, thesets the tone, the atmosphere, the
vibe. She may slink and slidevibe. She may slink and slide
through half-way houses andthrough half-way houses and
inpatient hospitals. But make noinpatient hospitals. But make no
 mist mistake, ake, as thas the tite title sle suggesuggests,ts,
this is her film, her this is her film, her world, herworld, her
turf... Until it’s not.”turf... Until it’s not.”

MARIEMARIE
(jazzy and sultry)(jazzy and sultry)

And if you didn’t know by theAnd if you didn’t know by the
rhythm of our white girls words,rhythm of our white girls words,
y’all in for a black film!y’all in for a black film!

Malcolm looks at Marie and both snap Malcolm looks at Marie and both snap their fingers as theytheir fingers as theylaugh.laugh.
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MALCOLMMALCOLM
Okay then synopsis... Boring.Okay then synopsis... Boring.
Boring. Boring. The only reason youBoring. Boring. The only reason you
know it’s 2 perf 35 is because Iknow it’s 2 perf 35 is because I
said it at the said it at the premiere. Positive.premiere. Positive.
Positive. Positive. “Leading to aPositive. Positive. “Leading to a
harrowing and indelible scene whereharrowing and indelible scene where
Imani overdoses at a ChinatownImani overdoses at a Chinatown
 mark market. Aet. And thnd that’s at’s wherwhere Elle Ellis’sis’s
true target becomes clear. This istrue target becomes clear. This is
a film about how the a film about how the AmericanAmerican
healthcare system treats women ofhealthcare system treats women of
color.”color.”

(to Marie)(to Marie)
And at this precise moment everyAnd at this precise moment every
black person who subscribes to theblack person who subscribes to the
LA Times just said “then why LA Times just said “then why thethe
fuck do I need to see this film?”fuck do I need to see this film?”

He shakes his head -He shakes his head -

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)

Just because the film doesn’t starJust because the film doesn’t star
anybody who looks like her doesn’tanybody who looks like her doesn’t
 mean  mean it’s it’s polipoliticaltical..

MARIEMARIE
What’s the problem with What’s the problem with political?political?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Political films are Political films are exhausting.exhausting.

MARIEMARIE
You love political films.You love political films.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Not the ones the white girl Not the ones the white girl fromfrom

the LA Times calls political.the LA Times calls political.

MARIEMARIE
I’m sure she likes Do I’m sure she likes Do the Rightthe Right
Thing.Thing. That’s a political film.That’s a political film.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Made at a time when politicsMade at a time when politics
 were weren’t cn’t cool. ool. And tAnd that’hat’s whas what madt madee
it fucking revolutionary.it fucking revolutionary.

He goes back to He goes back to reading.reading.
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MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
“When Imani is placed under a “When Imani is placed under a 51505150
(a term for people held against(a term for people held against
their will for being a danger their will for being a danger toto
themselves and others,) after athemselves and others,) after a
harrowing scene with a pair of nailharrowing scene with a pair of nail
scissors -scissors -

(a beat)(a beat)(he looks at her)(he looks at her)
- she’s placed under the care of a- she’s placed under the care of a
friendly doctor played by blah blahfriendly doctor played by blah blah
blah, TV show fame... but Ellisblah, TV show fame... but Ellis
knows the waters he’s wading intoknows the waters he’s wading into
and carefully, brilliantly subvertsand carefully, brilliantly subverts
the white savior trope by...” jesusthe white savior trope by...” jesus
fucking christ.fucking christ.

He’s annoyed as he keeps reading -He’s annoyed as he keeps reading -

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
“Later when Imani finds “Later when Imani finds herselfherself
begging an ex-boyfriend for a fix,begging an ex-boyfriend for a fix,

Ellis uses tight lenses - “Ellis uses tight lenses - “
(to himself)(to himself)

It’s the same lens.It’s the same lens.
(beat)(beat)

“Claustrophobi“Claustrophobia... Blah blah a... Blah blah blah -blah -
One begins to question hisOne begins to question his
intention in reveling in the traumaintention in reveling in the trauma
of his black female heroine for soof his black female heroine for so
long. It’s a scene better impliedlong. It’s a scene better implied
than depicted, if not for thethan depicted, if not for the
restraint of his own picture, thanrestraint of his own picture, than
 mere merely to ly to sepaseparate rate itseitself frlf from anom an
exhaustive history that depictsexhaustive history that depicts
gendered violence against Women ofgendered violence against Women of
Color.”Color.”

He reels back, completely taken off guard -He reels back, completely taken off guard -

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Are you fucking kidding me?... AndAre you fucking kidding me?... And
then the next line...then the next line...

(reads the next line)(reads the next line)
“It’s a genuine masterwork.”“It’s a genuine masterwork.”

(yelling out)(yelling out)
I can’t read this shit anymore,I can’t read this shit anymore,
it’s too fucking moronic. The factit’s too fucking moronic. The fact
that the LA Times would employ suchthat the LA Times would employ such
a half-wit is beyond me. First shea half-wit is beyond me. First she
says that I brilliantly subvert thesays that I brilliantly subvert the

 whit white save savior tior trope? rope? She She is ais asavior. She is trying to save savior. She is trying to save her.her.
So how did I subvert it?So how did I subvert it?

(MORE)(MORE)
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You know how... by being black.You know how... by being black.
Because if I was white, she Because if I was white, she wouldwould
have said I fell for the trope.have said I fell for the trope.

(...)(...)
But because I’m a man she canBut because I’m a man she can
question my intentions, saying I’mquestion my intentions, saying I’m
reveling in the trauma of areveling in the trauma of a

 woma woman... n... BetteBetter impr implied lied thanthandepicted. What? Cause Taylor hasdepicted. What? Cause Taylor has
her shirt off.her shirt off.

MARIEMARIE
I’m sure she doesn’t think theI’m sure she doesn’t think the
nudity was necessary.nudity was necessary.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Nothing is necessary. Nothing is necessary. Movement.Movement.
Blocking. Lighting. Film versusBlocking. Lighting. Film versus
Digital. This cut. That cut. NoneDigital. This cut. That cut. None
of it is necessary. It’s all of it is necessary. It’s all whatwhat
you want.you want.

MARIEMARIE
Of course. Of course.Of course. Of course.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
But my problem with her even But my problem with her even beforebefore
she wrote this dumbfuck review isshe wrote this dumbfuck review is
the same after reading thisthe same after reading this
dumbfuck review... She’s notdumbfuck review... She’s not
looking at the film, the ideaslooking at the film, the ideas
 with within itin it, the , the emotemotions ions and and thethe
craft. Cinema doesn’t need to havecraft. Cinema doesn’t need to have
a message, it needs to have aa message, it needs to have a
heart, an electricity. Idiots likeheart, an electricity. Idiots like
this reduce everything to zeitgeistthis reduce everything to zeitgeist
political messaging and hyperbole.political messaging and hyperbole.
Films shouldn’t tow a party line,Films shouldn’t tow a party line,
they should be messy and fuckingthey should be messy and fucking
confounding. They should disturbconfounding. They should disturb
you and move you - you should walkyou and move you - you should walk
away wandering what it away wandering what it actuallyactually
fucking means... Morons like thisfucking means... Morons like this
sap the world of its sap the world of its mystery, theymystery, they
 want  want evereverythinything speg spelled lled out out withwith
ABC blocks. And they’re ABC blocks. And they’re terrifiedterrified
to embrace anything to embrace anything potentiallypotentially
dangerous because they’redangerous because they’re
constantly trying to predict theconstantly trying to predict the
culture.culture.

MALCOLM (CONT'D)MALCOLM (CONT'D)

(MORE)(MORE)
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This fucking bobblehead shouldn’tThis fucking bobblehead shouldn’t
be writing for the LA be writing for the LA Times, sheTimes, she
should be holding smiling sunshould be holding smiling sun
placards on the local news causeplacards on the local news cause
all she is is all she is is a fucking weatherman.a fucking weatherman.
A weatherwoman. whatever -A weatherwoman. whatever -

MARIEMARIELook Malcolm, she did call it Look Malcolm, she did call it aa
 mast masterworerwork.k.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I don’t give a I don’t give a fuck. Unlike her, atfuck. Unlike her, at
least I’m consistent. You can’tleast I’m consistent. You can’t
hang everything on identity. Youhang everything on identity. You
can’t say, I subverted this tropecan’t say, I subverted this trope
because I’m black, but fell intobecause I’m black, but fell into
this one because I’m a man.this one because I’m a man.
Identities are constantly shifting.Identities are constantly shifting.
Does the male gaze exist if Does the male gaze exist if thethe
filmmaker’s gay? And not filmmaker’s gay? And not straight?straight?
And to what degree? What if And to what degree? What if they’rethey’re

asexual? What if they’reasexual? What if they’re
transitioning and you don’t knowtransitioning and you don’t know
it? We can only look it? We can only look back at thingsback at things
and wonder what it may mean... Whyand wonder what it may mean... Why
did Ben Hecht and Selznick, twodid Ben Hecht and Selznick, two
fucking Jews put so much time fucking Jews put so much time intointo
Gone With the Wind Gone With the Wind ??

He flies off the handle -He flies off the handle -

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Still no one can explain to me whyStill no one can explain to me why
in the fuck Billy Wilder madein the fuck Billy Wilder made TheThe
Spirit of St. LouisSpirit of St. Louis and lionized and lionized
that Nazi bastard Lindbergh. Or whythat Nazi bastard Lindbergh. Or why
Ida Lupino loved film noir andIda Lupino loved film noir and
violent male characters. And why Edviolent male characters. And why Ed
Wood wore panties and made B Wood wore panties and made B filmsfilms
about Space Aliens. Or why Elaineabout Space Aliens. Or why Elaine
May was fascinated by May was fascinated by emotionallyemotionally
stunted men? Did she see herself instunted men? Did she see herself in
them? Did she hate them in them? Did she hate them in life butlife but
 want  want to uto undersnderstand tand them them throthroughugh
 work work? Is ? Is the fthe fact tact that hat JenkiJenkinsns
isn’t gay the thing that madeisn’t gay the thing that made
MoonlightMoonlight a more  a more universal story?universal story?
Or was being gay, the Or was being gay, the reason Cukorreason Cukor
empathized with women more thanempathized with women more than
 men?  men? It’s It’s all all a fuca fucking king mystmystery.ery.

What drives an artist? What drivesWhat drives an artist? What drivesa filmmaker?a filmmaker?

MALCOLM (CONT'D)MALCOLM (CONT'D)

(MORE)(MORE)
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Why did Pontecorvo, a rich ItalianWhy did Pontecorvo, a rich Italian
Jew feel such a kinship withJew feel such a kinship with
Algerian Muslim Guerrilla fightersAlgerian Muslim Guerrilla fighters
that he madethat he made Battle of AlgiersBattle of Algiers??

(beat)(beat)
Who the fuck knows? Is the Who the fuck knows? Is the reason Ireason I
shot that scene the way I didshot that scene the way I did

because I’m a man? Is because I’m a man? Is it becauseit becauseI’m straight? Is it because I’mI’m straight? Is it because I’m
desensitized to violence? Or is itdesensitized to violence? Or is it
because I believe that when webecause I believe that when we
 witn witness tess trauma rauma on son screecreen, thn, thee
audience should also feel thataudience should also feel that
trauma? This is the mystery of art,trauma? This is the mystery of art,
of film, of what drives someone toof film, of what drives someone to
 make  make somesomething thing or sor say say somethomething..ing....
This is the core central tenet ofThis is the core central tenet of
all art, a shared humanall art, a shared human
experience... It’s a conjuring. Aexperience... It’s a conjuring. A
 myst mystical ical fuckifucking meng mediumdium..

And then:And then:

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Now you can criticize the wholeNow you can criticize the whole
system, which like every system, issystem, which like every system, is
 whit white as e as fuck. fuck. And And in tin the fihe filmlm
business, male as fuck.business, male as fuck.

(beat)(beat)
My whole life I grew up sayingMy whole life I grew up saying
 wher where the e the fuck fuck are are blacblackk
filmmakers? Cause I’m bored as shitfilmmakers? Cause I’m bored as shit
 watc watching hing white white EnglEnglish ish boysboys
overcome birth defects to save theovercome birth defects to save the
Queen from Hitler.Queen from Hitler.

(beat)(beat)
You know what, just ban every You know what, just ban every filmfilm
 with  with a fua fucking cking postpostscriscript anpt and we’d we’llll
be good.be good.

(beat)(beat)
But to write shit like this But to write shit like this and boxand box
people in, because you don’t havepeople in, because you don’t have
the love of film, the mind tothe love of film, the mind to
actually critique the form, theactually critique the form, the
 medi medium, tum, the tehe techniqchnique, ue, you dyou don’ton’t
have the words to describe thehave the words to describe the
emotion, or too much fear thatemotion, or too much fear that
you’re not gonna get the clicks...you’re not gonna get the clicks...
Or too much fear that the mob isOr too much fear that the mob is
gonna turn on you... Fuck you. Fuckgonna turn on you... Fuck you. Fuck
you for inhibiting the ability foryou for inhibiting the ability for

artists to dream about what lifeartists to dream about what life migh might be t be like like for sfor someoomeone elne else.se.
(beat)(beat)

MALCOLM (CONT'D)MALCOLM (CONT'D)

(MORE)(MORE)
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Even when they come up short. Even when they come up short. EvenEven
 when  when they they can can do bedo bettertter. Fuc. Fuck youk you..

(...)(...)
You’re the reason they keep makingYou’re the reason they keep making
shit... Safe, stale, stagnant,shit... Safe, stale, stagnant,
turgid fucking shit. And it’s notturgid fucking shit. And it’s not
gonna get any better until peoplegonna get any better until people

start rebelling against this kindstart rebelling against this kindof purist, moralistic, academic,of purist, moralistic, academic,
nonsense. In the same way Spike Leenonsense. In the same way Spike Lee
rebelled against the white systemrebelled against the white system
 when  when he mhe madeade Do the Right Thing Do the Right Thing ..

(beat)(beat)
Normally, I’d wish death uponNormally, I’d wish death upon
someone like this... Someone whosomeone like this... Someone who
lacks the imagination like this...lacks the imagination like this...
But instead I’ll just pray she getsBut instead I’ll just pray she gets
carpal tunnel until her handscarpal tunnel until her hands
atrophy and cramp and she can’tatrophy and cramp and she can’t
 writ write none nonsensisensical gcal garbaarbage lige like thke thisis
anymore...anymore...

A beat. Marie looks at A beat. Marie looks at him.him.

MARIEMARIE
So this is what happens when So this is what happens when youyou
get a good review?get a good review?

He looks at her He looks at her and starts laughing. And she does too. Andand starts laughing. And she does too. And
then the two of then the two of them both start cracking up.them both start cracking up.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
I think you’re I think you’re delirious.delirious.

And they can’t stop laughing.And they can’t stop laughing.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
You’re a true insane person.You’re a true insane person.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I know. I know.I know. I know.

He sits down on He sits down on the ground.the ground.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
I’m just so fucking tired ofI’m just so fucking tired of
fighting.fighting.

MARIEMARIE
Well, that was a fight you hadWell, that was a fight you had
entirely with yourself...entirely with yourself...

He smiles. As she climbs on top of him...He smiles. As she climbs on top of him...

MALCOLM (CONT'D)MALCOLM (CONT'D)
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MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Cause trust me, I’m not siding withCause trust me, I’m not siding with
Karen from the LA Times.Karen from the LA Times.

He smiles.He smiles.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)

You are so insufferable, you knowYou are so insufferable, you knowthat? You think you’re the firstthat? You think you’re the first
 writ writer in er in the the histohistory ory of wrif writing ting toto
have a problem with critics?have a problem with critics?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Of course not.Of course not.

MARIEMARIE
Or that anything you just said wasOr that anything you just said was
original?original?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Well, we do live in Well, we do live in a differenta different
time.time.

MARIEMARIE
But it’s all the same But it’s all the same bullshit.bullshit.
Every single fucking person who’sEvery single fucking person who’s
picked up a pen in the last tenpicked up a pen in the last ten
billion years has had the samebillion years has had the same
complaint. Critics. complaint. Critics. ProfessionalProfessional
fucking critics. People who box ‘emfucking critics. People who box ‘em
in. Who can’t see past theirin. Who can’t see past their
identity. You think Shaw identity. You think Shaw didn’tdidn’t
hate being dismissed as a woman’shate being dismissed as a woman’s
playwright?playwright?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I’ve never read Shaw.I’ve never read Shaw.

MARIEMARIE
Not the point.Not the point.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
But fuck these lazy ass critics.But fuck these lazy ass critics.

She looks at him, mocking him -She looks at him, mocking him -

MARIEMARIE
If you didn’t like fighting, youIf you didn’t like fighting, you
 woul wouldn’t dn’t be a be a filmmfilmmakeraker..

MALCOLMMALCOLM

That’s true.That’s true.
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MARIEMARIE
You’d be a painter. Scratch that -You’d be a painter. Scratch that -
you’d make pottery for a living.you’d make pottery for a living.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
No one makes pottery for a No one makes pottery for a living.living.

MARIEMARIEBut you my friend are But you my friend are a filmmaker.a filmmaker.
And making films, moo-vies, is theAnd making films, moo-vies, is the
 most  most mainmainstreastream, fum, fuckinckingg
capitalistic art form on thecapitalistic art form on the
planet.planet.

(beat)(beat)
No matter how many times TaylorNo matter how many times Taylor
tells E! News that she’s atells E! News that she’s a
communist.communist.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Did she?Did she?

MARIEMARIE

Or a Maoist?Or a Maoist?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
C’mon.C’mon.

MARIEMARIE
It was something -It was something -

MALCOLMMALCOLM
She might have talked about theShe might have talked about the
redistribution of wealth and lackredistribution of wealth and lack
of social programs -of social programs -

MARIEMARIE
- while selling a film?- while selling a film?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Well the mental health system is -Well the mental health system is -

MARIEMARIE
- for fifteen dollars a ticket.- for fifteen dollars a ticket.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I’m just saying...I’m just saying...

MARIEMARIE
- on E! News.- on E! News.

MALCOLMMALCOLM

It was Entertainment Tonight.It was Entertainment Tonight.
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MARIEMARIE
See!See!

(beat)(beat)
And you wonder why Karen from And you wonder why Karen from thethe
LA Times is talking about theLA Times is talking about the
Mental Health System in herMental Health System in her
review...review...

CLOSE ON MALCOLM as he CLOSE ON MALCOLM as he realizes that’s where she got it from.realizes that’s where she got it from.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
(quietly)(quietly)

Oh fuck you’re right.Oh fuck you’re right.

MARIEMARIE
Right?Right?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
You’re right.You’re right.

MARIEMARIE
Right? This is the business ofRight? This is the business of

film. No one in this game is afilm. No one in this game is a
radical.radical.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Taylor’s pretty radical.Taylor’s pretty radical.

MARIEMARIE
She just likes to play one on TV.She just likes to play one on TV.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
What’s that mean?What’s that mean?

MARIEMARIE
That you, Taylor, the white girlThat you, Taylor, the white girl
from the LA Times, you’re all from the LA Times, you’re all justjust
a bunch of hookers and hoes.a bunch of hookers and hoes.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I’m a ho?I’m a ho?

MARIEMARIE
All of y’all hoes.All of y’all hoes.

He cracks up.He cracks up.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
That’s why you’re so hellbent onThat’s why you’re so hellbent on
sounding smart... You’re trying tosounding smart... You’re trying to
compensate for being a fucking ho.compensate for being a fucking ho.

(beat)(beat)(MORE)(MORE)
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Instead of just realizing this isInstead of just realizing this is
how the fucking world of ho-domhow the fucking world of ho-dom
turns. You got an actress in a twoturns. You got an actress in a two
thousand dollar dress talking aboutthousand dollar dress talking about
socialism on the red carpet causesocialism on the red carpet cause
she’s afraid to admit that - she’s afraid to admit that - guessguess
 what what? She? She’s ju’s just an st an actoactor. Nr. No shao shameme

in that. But there she isin that. But there she isselling... and you know who’sselling... and you know who’s
buying?buying?

(beat)(beat)
The White Girl from the LA The White Girl from the LA Times?Times?
You know why? Cause you can’t You know why? Cause you can’t justjust
love a film today, you gotta love a film today, you gotta bebe
doing a public service. You gottadoing a public service. You gotta
be championing voices that arebe championing voices that are
gonna change the world. Cause ifgonna change the world. Cause if
she’s not, why else is her she’s not, why else is her mediocremediocre
ass writing for the LA Times. ass writing for the LA Times. ThisThis
is some only in America ho assis some only in America ho ass
shit. You’re all standing on theshit. You’re all standing on the
same street corner selling your asssame street corner selling your ass

and talking about a fuckingand talking about a fucking
revolution.revolution.

(beat)(beat)
So guess what - you So guess what - you gotta greatgotta great
review with an review with an asterisk.asterisk.

(a beat)(a beat)
Boo fucking hoo.Boo fucking hoo.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I love you.I love you.

MARIEMARIE
Don’t manipulate me.Don’t manipulate me.

A long pause. He looks at her and smiles. She sits up on him.A long pause. He looks at her and smiles. She sits up on him.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
You know what turns me on...?You know what turns me on...?

She whispers in his ear.She whispers in his ear.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
When I win.When I win.

She looks at him. He She looks at him. He smiles.smiles.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Why don’t we just get into bed?Why don’t we just get into bed?

MALCOLMMALCOLMOh yeah?Oh yeah?

MARIE (CONT'D)MARIE (CONT'D)
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MARIEMARIE
Yeah. Cause despite how deeplyYeah. Cause despite how deeply
obnoxious and thoroughlyobnoxious and thoroughly
narcissistic you are, I would like,narcissistic you are, I would like,
for my own pleasure only, to for my own pleasure only, to havehave
sex.sex.

He kisses her... As they make He kisses her... As they make out.out.

It gets increasingly more It gets increasingly more passionate.passionate.

Malcolm pulls away.Malcolm pulls away.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Ok. Listen. I love what’s happeningOk. Listen. I love what’s happening
right now.right now.

He kisses her.He kisses her.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
I’ve been waiting for this.I’ve been waiting for this.

MARIEMARIE
What.What.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I just - thank God.I just - thank God.

He looks at her.He looks at her.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
I’m gonna get up. I’m I’m gonna get up. I’m gonna walkgonna walk
from here to the bathroom -from here to the bathroom -

MARIEMARIE
Okay.Okay.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Cause I really have to pee.Cause I really have to pee.

MARIEMARIE
That’s fine.That’s fine.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I know you say that... This is soI know you say that... This is so
nice. I’ve been waiting for thisnice. I’ve been waiting for this
all night. I could cry justall night. I could cry just
thinking about how happy I am thinking about how happy I am to beto be
just kissing your sweet little facejust kissing your sweet little face
instead of you -instead of you -

MARIEMARIEWhat?What?
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MALCOLMMALCOLM
I want to keep it all positive. SoI want to keep it all positive. So
you just stay right here. Don’tyou just stay right here. Don’t
 move move. Don. Don’t ch’t change.ange.

(beat)(beat)
I’ll be right back.I’ll be right back.

He kisses her again, as we watch him get up and walk to theHe kisses her again, as we watch him get up and walk to thebathroom. He’s holding his breath, he looks back at bathroom. He’s holding his breath, he looks back at her andher and
smiles. She smiles at him and smiles. She smiles at him and then he disappears into thethen he disappears into the
bathroom.bathroom.

WE HOLD ON MARIE. Who watches him for a long beat.WE HOLD ON MARIE. Who watches him for a long beat.

As something crosses her mind, her smile slowly fades.As something crosses her mind, her smile slowly fades.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

INT. BATHROOM - INT. BATHROOM - CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS

Malcolm washes his hands in the sink. Malcolm washes his hands in the sink. A smile on his face. A smile on his face. HeHe

opens the door and walks out to the living room to findopens the door and walks out to the living room to find

Marie in the same position as Marie in the same position as when he left.when he left.

Except she no longer looks happy.Except she no longer looks happy.

MARIEMARIE
Malcolm?Malcolm?

A beat.A beat.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
If I ask you a question will youIf I ask you a question will you
promise to answer it without makingpromise to answer it without making
 me f me feel leel like sike shit?hit?

We watch all the life We watch all the life drain out of Malcolm.drain out of Malcolm.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
What?What?

MARIEMARIE
Why didn’t you cast me?Why didn’t you cast me?

A longer beat.A longer beat.

He sighs, stretches his arms, puts them on He sighs, stretches his arms, puts them on his head.his head.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)

When you first wrote it, you When you first wrote it, you wrotewroteit for me.it for me.
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MALCOLMMALCOLM
Ok. Is this what this Ok. Is this what this whole thingwhole thing
is about tonight?is about tonight?

MARIEMARIE
No.No.

MALCOLMMALCOLMIt feels like it.It feels like it.

MARIEMARIE
It’s not.It’s not.

A beat.A beat.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
I just was sitting in I just was sitting in the audiencethe audience
and watching the movie. And so muchand watching the movie. And so much
of it is true. Like a lot of it.of it is true. Like a lot of it.
Whether you admit it or not.Whether you admit it or not.

(beat)(beat)
And it’s really hard to explain howAnd it’s really hard to explain how

strange it is to watch things strange it is to watch things thatthat
happened to you, play out in happened to you, play out in a worka work
of fiction. To watch an entireof fiction. To watch an entire
audience gasp and laugh andaudience gasp and laugh and
experience my experience but withexperience my experience but with
someone else in the lead.someone else in the lead.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
But Marie, it’s not just yourBut Marie, it’s not just your
experience, it happened to the bothexperience, it happened to the both
of us. When you overdosed, I of us. When you overdosed, I waswas
 with  with you. you. We wWe were tere togetogether iher in then the
 mark market, iet, in Chin Chinatownatown. Tn. Thehe
experience doesn’t belong to you.experience doesn’t belong to you.

(beat)(beat)
It belongs to everyone who watchedIt belongs to everyone who watched
it happen.it happen.

MARIEMARIE
That’s not even the fucking point -That’s not even the fucking point -

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Now you say that -Now you say that -

MARIEMARIE
But it isn’t. It’s not even what IBut it isn’t. It’s not even what I
 was  was going going to sto say.ay.

MALCOLMMALCOLM

Then what were you going to Then what were you going to say?say?
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MARIEMARIE
That at one point this wasThat at one point this was
something that we were going to dosomething that we were going to do
together. And something changed. Itogether. And something changed. I
don’t even remember what? Or how? Idon’t even remember what? Or how? I
just know that I was just know that I was sitting in thesitting in the
theater watching the film and Itheater watching the film and I

thought...thought...(beat)(beat)
Wow... I didn’t mean to give Wow... I didn’t mean to give all ofall of
this away.this away.

Malcolm looks at her -Malcolm looks at her -

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
And I don’t want to get into allAnd I don’t want to get into all
the reasons you cast Taylor.the reasons you cast Taylor.

(beat)(beat)
It’s just, you’re so good atIt’s just, you’re so good at
fighting... You fought to make thisfighting... You fought to make this
film. To make it the film. To make it the right way.right way.

(beat)(beat)

Why didn’t you fight for me?Why didn’t you fight for me?
Because I would have been good, IBecause I would have been good, I
 woul would havd have. Mae. Maybe eybe even ven bettebetter.r.

He shoots her a look of real anger.He shoots her a look of real anger.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
So there it is.So there it is.

MARIEMARIE
(hesitant)(hesitant)

What?What?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
The fucking truth.The fucking truth.

A beat.A beat.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Leave it to you to Leave it to you to spend the entirespend the entire
night burning everything to thenight burning everything to the
ground only to reveal at the ground only to reveal at the endend
it’s because you’re jealous.it’s because you’re jealous.

MARIEMARIE
I’m not jealous.I’m not jealous.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Bullshit.Bullshit.

MARIEMARIE
I’m not.I’m not.
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MALCOLMMALCOLM
Of course you are.Of course you are.

MARIEMARIE
The feeling I have isn’t petty,The feeling I have isn’t petty,
Malcolm. It’s deeper than that.Malcolm. It’s deeper than that.
It’s sadder than that. It’s loss.It’s sadder than that. It’s loss.

It’s mourning.It’s mourning.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
- Give me a break.- Give me a break.

MARIEMARIE
It’s the knowledge that I can’tIt’s the knowledge that I can’t
tell my own story anymore. That Itell my own story anymore. That I
can’t articulate all the chaos thatcan’t articulate all the chaos that
lives in here...lives in here...

(touches her chest)(touches her chest)
... because you already did. Taylor... because you already did. Taylor
already did. And I know it’s already did. And I know it’s notnot
solely mine. It happened to us. Isolely mine. It happened to us. I
get that. But the difference is youget that. But the difference is you

 were  were able able to pto procesrocess its it, to , to taketake
all that darkness and transform itall that darkness and transform it
into something good... Somethinginto something good... Something
that moves people... I can’t. I’mthat moves people... I can’t. I’m
stuck with it.stuck with it.

Malcolm sits down. Head low. Taking it all Malcolm sits down. Head low. Taking it all in.in.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Yeah.Yeah.

MARIEMARIE
I just wish that was I just wish that was something wesomething we
could have done together.could have done together.

A long beat.A long beat.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
And to be brutally honest. Yes. IAnd to be brutally honest. Yes. I
could have done it better. Becausecould have done it better. Because
I lived it. I I lived it. I experienced it. Andexperienced it. And
not only would I have not only would I have been better.been better.
I would have made your film I would have made your film better.better.

She gets up and She gets up and goes to smoke a cigarette.goes to smoke a cigarette.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
You gave up acting. And when IYou gave up acting. And when I
finally got the film financed, Ifinally got the film financed, I

asked you to audition. You said yesasked you to audition. You said yesbut you were but you were reluctant.reluctant.
(MORE)(MORE)
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You’re talented, Marie. But that’sYou’re talented, Marie. But that’s
not enough. You have to want not enough. You have to want it.it.

MARIEMARIE
Trust me, Malcolm. I wanted thisTrust me, Malcolm. I wanted this
one.one.

MALCOLMMALCOLMBullshit, Marie. You used to beBullshit, Marie. You used to be
able to blame the material. Say theable to blame the material. Say the
 writ writer suer sucked. cked. The The diredirector ctor suckesucked.d.
They want this kind of a They want this kind of a girl. Thatgirl. That
kind of a girl. And for the firstkind of a girl. And for the first
time in your life... You had time in your life... You had a rolea role
that was perfect, because it wasthat was perfect, because it was
very fucking close to you. And sovery fucking close to you. And so
the only excuse you had wasthe only excuse you had was
yourself... And you didn’t try.yourself... And you didn’t try.
That’s the fucking harsh reality ofThat’s the fucking harsh reality of
all of this. That same instinctall of this. That same instinct
that exists in Imani, in you, that exists in Imani, in you, thatthat
instinct to do drugs, to self-instinct to do drugs, to self-

sabotage... That didn’t go away.sabotage... That didn’t go away.
(beat)(beat)

If you weren’t brilliant you’d be aIf you weren’t brilliant you’d be a
cliche. You’d be another cliche. You’d be another beautifulbeautiful
girl who threw away her twentiesgirl who threw away her twenties
because she’s too proud to commit.because she’s too proud to commit.
Too good to work hard. Too cool toToo good to work hard. Too cool to
do something beneath her. This citydo something beneath her. This city
is littered with people like you...is littered with people like you...
The only difference is you have aThe only difference is you have a
talent that’s rare and unique.talent that’s rare and unique.

(beat)(beat)
But guess what, there’s But guess what, there’s nothingnothing
 more  more pathpathetic etic than than wastwasted taed talent.lent.

MARIEMARIE
I didn’t try because you didn’tI didn’t try because you didn’t
 want  want me.me.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Oh now you wanna play Oh now you wanna play victim. Nowvictim. Now
you wanna say you felt like Iyou wanna say you felt like I
didn’t want it so you didn’t try.didn’t want it so you didn’t try.
You are fucking intolerable.You are fucking intolerable.

He walks back inside, seething with anger, and heads to He walks back inside, seething with anger, and heads to the -the -

BAR - CONTINUOUSBAR - CONTINUOUS

As he picks up As he picks up the liquor and pours another glass.the liquor and pours another glass.

MALCOLM (CONT'D)MALCOLM (CONT'D)
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Marie starts yelling from off screen.Marie starts yelling from off screen.

MARIEMARIE
You egotistical, narcissistic lyingYou egotistical, narcissistic lying
sack of fucking shit. You didn’tsack of fucking shit. You didn’t
 want  want me. me. BecauBecause if se if you you did, did, thatthat
 mean means you s you woulwould havd have hae had to d to shareshare

the stage. You wouldn’t be the solethe stage. You wouldn’t be the soleauthor of this film. It would’veauthor of this film. It would’ve
had a lineage, that extended beyondhad a lineage, that extended beyond
you and your you and your brilliance. Becausebrilliance. Because
you know I would have you know I would have said, thissaid, this
shit happened to me. This is shit happened to me. This is real.real.
And suddenly people would haveAnd suddenly people would have
said... “is it him or is it hersaid... “is it him or is it her
that’s talented?”that’s talented?”

MALCOLMMALCOLM
If that’s the story you want If that’s the story you want toto
tell yourself be my guest.tell yourself be my guest.

MARIEMARIE

It’s about ownership. It’s aboutIt’s about ownership. It’s about
the illusion you wanna create, thatthe illusion you wanna create, that
filmmaking isn’t a filmmaking isn’t a collaborativecollaborative
effort, it’s you, only you andeffort, it’s you, only you and
everyone else is just everyone else is just followingfollowing
orders. Because if they knew it wasorders. Because if they knew it was
authentic because of me, youauthentic because of me, you
couldn’t swing your dick couldn’t swing your dick around.around.

He leans against the bar and He leans against the bar and sips his drink.sips his drink.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
That’s why you didn’t cast me. AndThat’s why you didn’t cast me. And
Malcolm, that’s also why you didn’tMalcolm, that’s also why you didn’t
thank me.thank me.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Oh Oh authenticity!authenticity!

MARIEMARIE
Yep.Yep.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Isn’t that the word of the Isn’t that the word of the day.day.

MARIEMARIE
Well, it’s all I heard tonight. TheWell, it’s all I heard tonight. The
 movi movie is e is so auso authentthentic. ic. How dHow did yoid youu
tell this story so tell this story so authentically?authentically?

He’s such an He’s such an authentic filmmaker.authentic filmmaker.
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MALCOLMMALCOLM
You know why people love that You know why people love that word?word?
Because they don’t know what makesBecause they don’t know what makes
something good.something good.

MARIEMARIE
I think authenticity is key.I think authenticity is key.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Of course you do. Because that’sOf course you do. Because that’s
all you have to offer. That’s all you have to offer. That’s whywhy
everyone always talks it everyone always talks it today.today.
It’s the only word that makesIt’s the only word that makes
people who don’t know shit feelpeople who don’t know shit feel
like they just might have somethinglike they just might have something
to offer. No one knows or to offer. No one knows or carescares
about film anymore. They haveabout film anymore. They have
nothing to say about film anymorenothing to say about film anymore
but they love to talk but they love to talk aboutabout
authenticity. They can’t tell you aauthenticity. They can’t tell you a
single thing about film. Aboutsingle thing about film. About
Citizen KaneCitizen Kane or or Best Years of OurBest Years of Our

LivesLives but what’s authentic, oh but what’s authentic, oh
snap, they know that through andsnap, they know that through and
through.through.

(beat)(beat)
Authenticity doesn’t matter! YourAuthenticity doesn’t matter! Your
experience doesn’t matter!experience doesn’t matter!
Recreating reality is not whatRecreating reality is not what
 make makes soms somethinething intg intereseresting, ting, it’sit’s
about your interpretation ofabout your interpretation of
reality. It’s about what you havereality. It’s about what you have
to say about reality. Or what youto say about reality. Or what you
can reveal about reality. It’scan reveal about reality. It’s
about perspective. Yourabout perspective. Your
perspective. Not just perspective. Not just transcribingtranscribing
a conversation or setting up aa conversation or setting up a
camera and hitting record. That’s acamera and hitting record. That’s a
fucking youtube video. That’s afucking youtube video. That’s a
confessional. A memoir. A storyconfessional. A memoir. A story
 we’v we’ve seee seen and n and hearheard a d a thousthousandand
times before. Your experience, yourtimes before. Your experience, your
life, your struggle doesn’t matter.life, your struggle doesn’t matter.

(beat)(beat)
You being a drug addict? Boring!You being a drug addict? Boring!
You overdosing? Not You overdosing? Not interesting!interesting!
It’s about transferring theIt’s about transferring the
emotional experience of a momentemotional experience of a moment
into something cinematic andinto something cinematic and
 movi moving.ng.

(beat)(beat)

Good luck, Marie.Good luck, Marie.
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He walks into the living room. He walks into the living room. HOLD ON: Marie as her eyesHOLD ON: Marie as her eyes
 well  well up wiup with teth tears.ars.

She takes a deep breath, walks She takes a deep breath, walks into the bathroom, and just asinto the bathroom, and just as
she’s about to crack emotionally. She closes the bathroomshe’s about to crack emotionally. She closes the bathroom
door shut.door shut.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

INT. INT. KITCHEN KITCHEN - - CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS

PUSH IN ON MALCOLM as PUSH IN ON MALCOLM as he sits there sipping his drink.he sits there sipping his drink.

And Marie walks in. She looks And Marie walks in. She looks visibly distraught. There’s avisibly distraught. There’s a
frightening energy about her. She walks over to the frightening energy about her. She walks over to the block ofblock of
knives on the counter and pulls out knives on the counter and pulls out a BUTCHER KNIFE.a BUTCHER KNIFE.

She holds it in her hand and paces.She holds it in her hand and paces.

ANGLE ON MALCOLM watching her, nervous.ANGLE ON MALCOLM watching her, nervous.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
What are you doing?What are you doing?

But she doesn’t answer.But she doesn’t answer.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Marie, what the fuck are you Marie, what the fuck are you doing?doing?

She looks at him, tears streaming down her She looks at him, tears streaming down her face.face.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Marie put the knife down.Marie put the knife down.

She holds the knife out.She holds the knife out.

MARIEMARIE
I think about killing myself everyI think about killing myself every
day. Whether I’m clean or notday. Whether I’m clean or not
clean, there’s a darkness that isclean, there’s a darkness that is
here. In me. And no here. In me. And no matter how muchmatter how much
I want to, I don’t think I’m everI want to, I don’t think I’m ever
gonna solve it.gonna solve it.

(beat)(beat)
I want to destroy every good I want to destroy every good thingthing
that has ever happened to me.that has ever happened to me.

(beat)(beat)
I’m a piece of shit. I’m a liar.I’m a piece of shit. I’m a liar.
I’ve lied to everyone in my I’ve lied to everyone in my lifelife
that I love. I’ve cheated on that I love. I’ve cheated on you.you.

I’ve fucked your friends. StolenI’ve fucked your friends. Stolenfrom your mother. I’m a thief. I’mfrom your mother. I’m a thief. I’m
a whore.a whore.

(MORE)(MORE)
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And you know what the And you know what the sickest partsickest part
is... I don’t mind. I is... I don’t mind. I fuckingfucking
deserve it.deserve it.

Malcolm looks at her, totally still, an emotion rising inMalcolm looks at her, totally still, an emotion rising in
him.him.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)I’ve never been clean and I I’ve never been clean and I nevernever
plan on getting clean.plan on getting clean.

She looks at him.She looks at him.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
So tell me where are So tell me where are the fuckingthe fucking
pills?pills?

A long beat. She sets A long beat. She sets down the knife. And curtsies. Beforedown the knife. And curtsies. Before
 walki walking oung out.t.

He watches her.He watches her.

Marie yells back at him.Marie yells back at him.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
And that Malcolm is whatAnd that Malcolm is what
authenticity buys you.authenticity buys you.

She walks down the hall and She walks down the hall and slams the door to their bedroom.slams the door to their bedroom.

ANGLE ON Malcolm, emotional and moved by her ANGLE ON Malcolm, emotional and moved by her performance.performance.

A long beat.A long beat.

And then he puts his And then he puts his hands out, confused.hands out, confused.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Well shit? Why didn’t you do Well shit? Why didn’t you do thatthat
 when  when you you auditauditionedioned??

He walks over and picks up He walks over and picks up the knife and slides it back the knife and slides it back intointo
the block.the block.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

INT. BEDROOM - INT. BEDROOM - CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS

Malcolm comes back in to the Malcolm comes back in to the bedroom -bedroom -

MARIE (CONT'D)MARIE (CONT'D)
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MALCOLMMALCOLM
You are without a doubt, the You are without a doubt, the mostmost
excruciating, difficult, excruciating, difficult, stubbornlystubbornly
obnoxious human being I have everobnoxious human being I have ever
 met  met in my in my entientire lire life afe and Gond God do d do II
love you.love you.

Marie just looks at him.Marie just looks at him.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
I go from wanting to tear yourI go from wanting to tear your
fucking head off one moment tofucking head off one moment to
 want wanting ting to kiso kiss yous your str stupidupid
beautiful face a thousand times thebeautiful face a thousand times the
next.next.

A beat.A beat.

MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Should we get married?Should we get married?

MARIEMARIE

I’m not in the mood.I’m not in the mood.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Seriously. I feel like there’s noSeriously. I feel like there’s no
 way  way we’re we’re not not gonna gonna get get marrmarried aied andnd
divorced at least a couple of divorced at least a couple of timestimes
in our life.in our life.

(beat)(beat)
We should start now.We should start now.

MARIEMARIE
No.No.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I’m really turned on Marie.I’m really turned on Marie.

MARIEMARIE
I’m not.I’m not.

They look at each other. Finally she They look at each other. Finally she smiles first.smiles first.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I knew it you I knew it you fucking psychopath.fucking psychopath.

He grabs Marie and throws her He grabs Marie and throws her on the bed, playfully.on the bed, playfully.
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MAMALCLCOLOLMM (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
You caused all of this madness,You caused all of this madness,
just so you could do just so you could do this scene andthis scene and
do it better than Taylor and do it better than Taylor and seedseed
doubt in my mind for the rest of mydoubt in my mind for the rest of my
life, that my first film could havelife, that my first film could have
been better.been better.

As he pins her arms back.As he pins her arms back.

MARIEMARIE
Not true.Not true.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Bullshit.Bullshit.

She kisses him back. And rolls She kisses him back. And rolls over on top of him. over on top of him. KissingKissing
down his chest and then she down his chest and then she sits up. Reaches her hand downsits up. Reaches her hand down
and unbuttons the top of his and unbuttons the top of his pants.pants.

A beat.A beat.

MARIEMARIE
You know what’s interesting aboutYou know what’s interesting about
the white girl from the LA the white girl from the LA TimesTimes
calling out that scene?calling out that scene?

Malcolm takes a deep breath.Malcolm takes a deep breath.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Who cares?Who cares?

MARIEMARIE
It was my favorite scene in It was my favorite scene in thethe
script - and I know I’ve said thisscript - and I know I’ve said this
before - but it was my leastbefore - but it was my least
favorite scene in the film. Thefavorite scene in the film. The
reason being I always saw itreason being I always saw it
differently.differently.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Can we talk about this later?Can we talk about this later?

A beat.A beat.

MARIEMARIE
But I think it’s worth looking backBut I think it’s worth looking back
and wondering why that is? Don’tand wondering why that is? Don’t
you?you?

MALCOLMMALCOLM

No.No.
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MARIEMARIE
(smiles)(smiles)

Not to strip you of Not to strip you of your mysteryyour mystery
and your Mage-like powers but justand your Mage-like powers but just
out of curiosity. Out of theout of curiosity. Out of the
pursuit of, I don’t know, being apursuit of, I don’t know, being a
better fucking artist.better fucking artist.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
(playfully)(playfully)

You are exhausting. You thinkYou are exhausting. You think
you’re gonna be this exhausting atyou’re gonna be this exhausting at
seventy? Or will you have exhaustedseventy? Or will you have exhausted
yourself.yourself.

MARIEMARIE
Depends on where you are.Depends on where you are.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Living with the white girl from theLiving with the white girl from the
LA Times because at least I LA Times because at least I can wincan win
an argument with her.an argument with her.

She laughs...She laughs...

MARIEMARIE
But just think about it? Why did IBut just think about it? Why did I
see that scene so differently thansee that scene so differently than
you?you?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
I don’t know, how did you see theI don’t know, how did you see the
scene?scene?

MARIEMARIE
It was less graphic.It was less graphic.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
So what, he doesn’t attack Imani?So what, he doesn’t attack Imani?
It was on the page.It was on the page.

MARIEMARIE
No. He attacks her, I No. He attacks her, I just neverjust never
imagined you’d shoot her imagined you’d shoot her holdingholding
the knife with her top off -the knife with her top off -

MALCOLMMALCOLM
It’s not like a Russ Meyer movie -It’s not like a Russ Meyer movie -

MARIEMARIE
I don’t know who that is but itI don’t know who that is but it

 made  made the the subsesubsequent quent attaattack mck moreore
graphic.graphic.
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MALCOLMMALCOLM
It is graphic.It is graphic.

MARIEMARIE
I guess, I saw it more from herI guess, I saw it more from her
perspective.perspective.

MALCOLMMALCOLMIf it was from If it was from Imani’s perspective,Imani’s perspective,
it would probably be even moreit would probably be even more
graphic.graphic.

MARIEMARIE
Fine, perspective is the wrongFine, perspective is the wrong
 word word. I g. I guess, uess, I wiI wished shed you you focusfocuseded
less on the violence and more less on the violence and more onon
the repercussions.the repercussions.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Why?Why?

MARIEMARIE

Because I think it would have Because I think it would have beenbeen
 more  more impaimpactfulctful..

MALCOLMMALCOLM
To you.To you.

MARIEMARIE
And oddly, Karen from the LA And oddly, Karen from the LA Times.Times.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
But that’s not what she’s saying.But that’s not what she’s saying.
If she said that, I If she said that, I could respectcould respect
it. But instead of it. But instead of articulatingarticulating
that, she reduces it to a that, she reduces it to a gendergender

thing.thing.
MARIEMARIE

I’m not defending her as a I’m not defending her as a greatgreat
thinker, I’m just wondering if youthinker, I’m just wondering if you
 were  were a woa woman wman would ould you you have have shotshot
the scene the scene differently?differently?

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Yes. I also would have shot Yes. I also would have shot thethe
entire movie differently, because Ientire movie differently, because I
 woul wouldn’t dn’t be mebe me. I w. I would ould be a be a womawoman.n.
I would have an entirely differentI would have an entirely different
sensibility. But that’s not how yousensibility. But that’s not how you
analyze film analyze film intelligentlyintelligently......

(MORE)(MORE)
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By the six hundred trillion choicesBy the six hundred trillion choices
not made, due to an not made, due to an intangible andintangible and
purely hypothetical assessment ofpurely hypothetical assessment of
one’s identity... But rather, theone’s identity... But rather, the
choices actually fucking made.choices actually fucking made.

MARIEMARIE

Again, I am not defending her as aAgain, I am not defending her as agreat thinker...great thinker...

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Good. Cause she’s not, she’s anGood. Cause she’s not, she’s an
idiot.idiot.

MARIEMARIE
I’m just wondering if the sceneI’m just wondering if the scene
 woul wouldn’t dn’t be a be a littllittle bee better tter if yoif youu
had a dash of had a dash of femininity in you.femininity in you.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Who gives a fuck!Who gives a fuck!

MARIEMARIE
I do. Because I have to live withI do. Because I have to live with
you. And it just made me wonder ifyou. And it just made me wonder if
the problem Karen has with you as the problem Karen has with you as aa
filmmaker is the same as thefilmmaker is the same as the
problem I have with you, as aproblem I have with you, as a
partner.partner.

He throws his He throws his hands, exasperated.hands, exasperated.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Well all said and done, KarenWell all said and done, Karen
thinks I’m a thinks I’m a tour-de-forcetour-de-force..

MARIEMARIEOh now you like her Oh now you like her review.review.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
A fucking masterwork! That’s whatA fucking masterwork! That’s what
you’re looking at.you’re looking at.

MARIEMARIE
I know you’re joking. I’m not.I know you’re joking. I’m not.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Well, that’s unfortunate, Marie.Well, that’s unfortunate, Marie.
Because I can’t keep arguing withBecause I can’t keep arguing with
you.you.

MARIEMARIE
Because the more I think about it,Because the more I think about it,
her problem is my problem.her problem is my problem.

MALCOLM (CONT'D)MALCOLM (CONT'D)
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MALCOLMMALCOLM
Which is what?Which is what?

MARIEMARIE
That I’m with you. I’m here. IThat I’m with you. I’m here. I
haven’t walked out. And I’m nothaven’t walked out. And I’m not
 wond wondering ering what what otheother mor movies vies areare

playing. I got you. I’m on playing. I got you. I’m on youryourside... And then, you take it aside... And then, you take it a
little too far.little too far.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
C’mon...C’mon...

MARIEMARIE
We’re in a fight. Maybe the We’re in a fight. Maybe the worstworst
fight we’ve ever had. But insteadfight we’ve ever had. But instead
of making your point and saying,of making your point and saying,
it’s not based on you, it’s anit’s not based on you, it’s an
amalgamation of a bunch ofamalgamation of a bunch of
people... You gotta revel in it,people... You gotta revel in it,
you gotta twist the knife, youyou gotta twist the knife, you

gotta put images in my head gotta put images in my head thatthat
you know and I you know and I know, will never,know, will never,
ever, fucking leave me.ever, fucking leave me.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
What?What?

MARIEMARIE
Kiki from St Louis. Kiki fromKiki from St Louis. Kiki from
outside of St. Louis.outside of St. Louis.

He laughs -He laughs -

MALCOLMMALCOLM

I was angry!I was angry!
MARIEMARIE

The Penthouse of a Marriot? A The Penthouse of a Marriot? A heartheart
shaped bathtub? You fuckingshaped bathtub? You fucking
cheeseball?cheeseball?

A beat.A beat.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Ew. ew. Ewwwwwwwwww.Ew. ew. Ewwwwwwwwww.

He looks at her, laughing.He looks at her, laughing.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)

You moron, you could have wonYou moron, you could have won
 with without tout that.hat.

(MORE)(MORE)
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You could have won without twentyYou could have won without twenty
percent of what you said. But percent of what you said. But youyou
couldn’t help yourself. It’s justcouldn’t help yourself. It’s just
 who  who you ayou are...re.... Bec. Because ause if I if I waswas
ever fucked in the Penthouse Suiteever fucked in the Penthouse Suite
of a Marriot outside of St. of a Marriot outside of St. Louis,Louis,
in or around a in or around a heart-shapedheart-shaped

bathtub, then you best believe, Ibathtub, then you best believe, I woul would nevd never uter utter a ter a singsingle wle wordord
aloud about it. I would never aloud about it. I would never telltell
 my f my friendriends, I’s, I’d nevd never wer wield ield it as it as aa
 weap weapon in on in a fia fight, ght, becabecause I use I woulwouldd
know that it would hurt me know that it would hurt me way moreway more
than it’d hurt you...than it’d hurt you...

She gets up and She gets up and walks outside to smoke a cigarette.walks outside to smoke a cigarette.

EXT. BACKYARD - EXT. BACKYARD - CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS2266 2266

MARIEMARIE
And it’s bummer... Cause I like toAnd it’s bummer... Cause I like to

have sex, Malcolm. I liked havinghave sex, Malcolm. I liked having
sex with you. In fact, untilsex with you. In fact, until
fifteen minutes ago, it was anfifteen minutes ago, it was an
aspect of our relationship that Iaspect of our relationship that I
genuinely had no complaints about.genuinely had no complaints about.

She lights it and begins to smoke -She lights it and begins to smoke -

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
It was also sort of my onlyIt was also sort of my only
remaining vice, that andremaining vice, that and
cigarettes... but lo and cigarettes... but lo and behold,behold,
you had to take it just a littleyou had to take it just a little
too far and obliterate any and alltoo far and obliterate any and all

joy there was to be found injoy there was to be found infucking you.fucking you.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
We were in a We were in a fight! The gloves werefight! The gloves were
off -off -

MARIEMARIE
But none of it But none of it supported yoursupported your
argument! It didn’t. It justargument! It didn’t. It just
grossed me out. It just made grossed me out. It just made me go,me go,
“I can’t believe I have unprotected“I can’t believe I have unprotected
sex with this nasty-ass, grimysex with this nasty-ass, grimy
dicked fucking brute, fuckingdicked fucking brute, fucking
animal, fucking barn-yard animal.”animal, fucking barn-yard animal.”

That’s what you are. A fucking hog.That’s what you are. A fucking hog.
A shit where you eat, hog of aA shit where you eat, hog of a
human being.human being.

MARIE (CONT'D)MARIE (CONT'D)
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He laughs.He laughs.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
Oh you think this is Oh you think this is funny? Youfunny? You
think I’m kidding. You thinkthink I’m kidding. You think
because WE HAD a common enemy because WE HAD a common enemy inin
Karen from the LA Times, that Karen from the LA Times, that we’rewe’re

all good? Think again... She’s likeall good? Think again... She’s like my s my spiritpiritual sual sisterister..
(beat)(beat)

Because we are both seeking refugeBecause we are both seeking refuge
from your assaultive, battering ramfrom your assaultive, battering ram
of a personality. Because of yourof a personality. Because of your
limitations as a partner and alimitations as a partner and a
filmmaker, we are ducking forfilmmaker, we are ducking for
cover. And we may not agree on acover. And we may not agree on a
lot of things, but sis and lot of things, but sis and I, we’reI, we’re
in a fucking foxhole.in a fucking foxhole.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
You are absolutely the last personYou are absolutely the last person
to talk. You have dated, you to talk. You have dated, you havehave

fucked some of the strangest peoplefucked some of the strangest people
on planet earth. You have 1) on planet earth. You have 1) nono
type, which is always a red type, which is always a red flag.flag.
2) no standards, which is also a2) no standards, which is also a
red flag. And 3) no red flag. And 3) no discretion,discretion,
 whic which meah means evns everyoneryone whe who knoo knows yows youu
knows you’re a red flag and knows you’re a red flag and talkstalks
about how you’re a red flag.about how you’re a red flag.

MARIEMARIE
Here’s the difference, I’m notHere’s the difference, I’m not
lugging my balls around this houselugging my balls around this house
bragging about the places they’vebragging about the places they’ve
been... I don’t need to know been... I don’t need to know allall

the details. I don’t need to the details. I don’t need to knowknowall the names, the places, theall the names, the places, the
 move moves, ths, that brat brought ought you you to mto myy
doorstep. You’re here. And I loveddoorstep. You’re here. And I loved
you you unconditionallyunconditionally..

(beat)(beat)
Why?Why?

(beat)(beat)
Because I value mystery. TheBecause I value mystery. The
unknown. It’s what supports theunknown. It’s what supports the
tension of a relationship, andtension of a relationship, and
forces us to be the forces us to be the best version ofbest version of
ourselves.ourselves.

(beat)(beat)
Because of the “Because of the “what if” what if”  aspect...? aspect...?

What if What if  there’s someone in his life there’s someone in his life
 who  who loved loved him him bettebetter? Wr? Was smas smarterarter??
Was funnier?Was funnier?

(MORE)(MORE)
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(beat)(beat)
Woke him up with a blowjob andWoke him up with a blowjob and
breakfast in bed everyday?breakfast in bed everyday?

She takes a long drag She takes a long drag of her cigarette.of her cigarette.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)

What if I’m not the What if I’m not the best girlfriendbest girlfriendhe’s ever had. What if he he’s ever had. What if he dreamsdreams
about someone else?about someone else?

(beat)(beat)
Dreams about better Dreams about better conversationsconversations??
And a girl with hips and an actualAnd a girl with hips and an actual
ass, instead of this string beanass, instead of this string bean
body... I know a little bit body... I know a little bit aboutabout
your type, but not so your type, but not so much, thatmuch, that
I’m paralyzed with insecurity. AndI’m paralyzed with insecurity. And
doubt... So every single day when Idoubt... So every single day when I
 wake  wake up, up, when when I talI talk to k to you, you, whenwhen
 we g we go outo out, whe, when I pn I put out on a fn a fuckinuckingg
“Gucci” dress and hold your hand“Gucci” dress and hold your hand
I’m trying to be the bestI’m trying to be the best

girlfriend you’ve ever had.girlfriend you’ve ever had.

She takes another drag.She takes another drag.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
So when you tell me that who I’m upSo when you tell me that who I’m up
against, is Kiki from outside St.against, is Kiki from outside St.
Louis in a heart-shaped bath, itLouis in a heart-shaped bath, it
 make makes me s me give.give... a .. a lot lot less less of aof a
fuck.fuck.

Malcolm tries to say something but Marie put Malcolm tries to say something but Marie put up her hand.up her hand.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)

I’m not done.I’m not done.

She pulls out another cigarette and lights it off She pulls out another cigarette and lights it off the cherrythe cherry
of the one she’s smoking.of the one she’s smoking.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
But what it also makes me But what it also makes me realizerealize
is that the reason you don’t is that the reason you don’t getget
jealous is because you don’t valuejealous is because you don’t value
that mystery. But the reason youthat mystery. But the reason you
don’t value it, the reason youdon’t value it, the reason you
don’t wonder if you’re the bestdon’t wonder if you’re the best
fuck I’ve ever had or the mostfuck I’ve ever had or the most
caring person I’ve been with. Orcaring person I’ve been with. Or
the smartest, or the most talented,the smartest, or the most talented,

or the kindest...or the kindest...

MARIE (CONT'D)MARIE (CONT'D)

(MORE)(MORE)
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Is because it’s inconceivable toIs because it’s inconceivable to
you, that anyone on this planet isyou, that anyone on this planet is
 more  more inteinterestiresting thng than yan you...ou...

(beat)(beat)
Your lack of curiosity is merely anYour lack of curiosity is merely an
extension of your narcissism. Yourextension of your narcissism. Your
 mega megalomanlomania. Yia. Your eour egotigotisticasticall

fucking view of the world.fucking view of the world.(beat)(beat)
And as a result of And as a result of never doubtingnever doubting
your worth, you also never think toyour worth, you also never think to
yourself, “how can I be a yourself, “how can I be a betterbetter
partner?”partner?”

(beat)(beat)
You’re good. You’re set. The manYou’re good. You’re set. The man
I’m looking at, is as good as he’sI’m looking at, is as good as he’s
gonna get. This is it. You gonna get. This is it. You yellingyelling
at me in a at me in a fucking bathtub aboutfucking bathtub about
how you’re gonna snap me like how you’re gonna snap me like aa
twig, is the best and the worst oftwig, is the best and the worst of
 who  who you wyou will bill be in e in thisthis
relationship.relationship.

She takes another drag.She takes another drag.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
And that’s why you can forget And that’s why you can forget me inme in
your speech. Because you’re notyour speech. Because you’re not
afraid that I’m gonna come home andafraid that I’m gonna come home and
say “you lost me tonight,” I’msay “you lost me tonight,” I’m
done. I’m walking out. Enjoy a lifedone. I’m walking out. Enjoy a life
of weak-ass, brittle ass of weak-ass, brittle ass fuckingfucking
 wome women you n you can can maul maul into into submsubmissioissionn
until one day you wake up and haveuntil one day you wake up and have
nothing to say because you spentnothing to say because you spent
your whole life shouting down everyyour whole life shouting down every

one else. And in turn, bent one else. And in turn, bent realityrealityto your will... The beautiful partto your will... The beautiful part
of life, Malcolm, is it’sof life, Malcolm, is it’s
unpredictabiliunpredictability... The ty... The fact thatfact that
things just happen, people can saythings just happen, people can say
shit to you that you shit to you that you disagree with,disagree with,
that you can fight about, that youthat you can fight about, that you
can lose things and people thatcan lose things and people that
 matt matter to er to you. you. ThatThat’s w’s what ghat givesives
life its poignancy... The fact thatlife its poignancy... The fact that
you are not in you are not in control, that youcontrol, that you
can’t design it from scratch.can’t design it from scratch.

(beat)(beat)
And if you steamroll every singleAnd if you steamroll every single
person in your midst, day in person in your midst, day in andand

day out, you’re gonna end up day out, you’re gonna end up livingliving
in a fictional fucking reality. Andin a fictional fucking reality. And
you’re gonna run out of material.you’re gonna run out of material.

MARIE (CONT'D)MARIE (CONT'D)
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(beat)(beat)
Look at me, I’m the Look at me, I’m the last fuckinglast fucking
person standing. I’m the lastperson standing. I’m the last
fucking person to say up yourfucking person to say up your
fucking game. And if not for fucking game. And if not for me,me,
for your work. Because being afor your work. Because being a
human being, and living life, ishuman being, and living life, is

the only thing that can inform youthe only thing that can inform youas a writer, as a director asas a writer, as a director as
someone whose wish it is to someone whose wish it is to spendspend
their life interpreting life.their life interpreting life.

(beat)(beat)
If this is a If this is a fucking movie, I’mfucking movie, I’m
your last hope. I’m the person youyour last hope. I’m the person you
grab onto and hold onto for grab onto and hold onto for deardear
life. That’s what we’ve been forlife. That’s what we’ve been for
one another. That’s who I am one another. That’s who I am forfor
you and you’ve been for me. you and you’ve been for me. SinceSince
the day we met. Since the day Ithe day we met. Since the day I
overdosed in the market. Since theoverdosed in the market. Since the
day you drove me to rehab, andday you drove me to rehab, and
since the first time I read since the first time I read youryour

script... about me... About ourscript... about me... About our
relationship. About how drugs wererelationship. About how drugs were
destroying my ability to love youdestroying my ability to love you
and your ability to love me.and your ability to love me.

A long beat. She gets A long beat. She gets emotional.emotional.

MAMARIRIEE (C(CONONT'T'D)D)
All I wanted tonight was a All I wanted tonight was a thankthank
you! That’s it. Thank you Marie.you! That’s it. Thank you Marie.
Thank you for loving me. Thank youThank you for loving me. Thank you
for making my life better. Thankfor making my life better. Thank
you for pulling your life together.you for pulling your life together.
Thank you for reading a hundredThank you for reading a hundred

drafts and watching a hundred cuts.drafts and watching a hundred cuts.Thank you. Thank you from theThank you. Thank you from the
bottom of my heart. Thank you bottom of my heart. Thank you forfor
your notes. Your patience. Thankyour notes. Your patience. Thank
you for your perspective. Youryou for your perspective. Your
experience. Thank you for theexperience. Thank you for the
authen-fuckingauthen-fucking-ticity you can -ticity you can bringbring
to this film. Thank you. Thank youto this film. Thank you. Thank you
for being a drug addict. Thank youfor being a drug addict. Thank you
for being clean. Thank you for thefor being clean. Thank you for the
dumb shit. For buying toilet paper.dumb shit. For buying toilet paper.
And milk. And organizing all ofAnd milk. And organizing all of
this with the movers. Thank you forthis with the movers. Thank you for
dealing with shit I don’t want todealing with shit I don’t want to
think about. Thank you for makingthink about. Thank you for making

coffee in the morning. I love coffee in the morning. I love you,you,
Marie. Thank you. Thank you forMarie. Thank you. Thank you for
 maki making me ng me smilsmile.e.

MARIE (CONT'D)MARIE (CONT'D)

(MORE)(MORE)
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Thank you for not bitching aboutThank you for not bitching about
the mediocre sex we had duringthe mediocre sex we had during
shooting AND editorial. Thank you.shooting AND editorial. Thank you.
Thank you for allowing me to Thank you for allowing me to lazilylazily
put my penis in your put my penis in your vagina withvagina with
little to no regard for yourlittle to no regard for your
pleasure. Thank you. Thank you forpleasure. Thank you. Thank you for

the good sex. The cuddles. For notthe good sex. The cuddles. For notbreaking up with me when I’m breaking up with me when I’m anan
asshole. Thank you for doing theasshole. Thank you for doing the
laundry. For choosing this suit.laundry. For choosing this suit.
For making my ungrateful ass someFor making my ungrateful ass some
fucking mac and cheese tonightfucking mac and cheese tonight
AFTER I forgot to thank you. AFTER I forgot to thank you. ThankThank
you. Thank you for the mistakes youyou. Thank you for the mistakes you
 made made. The . The life life you you brinbring. Yog. Yourur
charm. Your intelligence. Thank youcharm. Your intelligence. Thank you
for getting over this. For movingfor getting over this. For moving
on. For being you. Thank you. on. For being you. Thank you. ThankThank
you for all the things I forget toyou for all the things I forget to
thank you for. And thank you thank you for. And thank you forfor
looking so goddamn sexy in thatlooking so goddamn sexy in that

dress tonight. I love you. You makedress tonight. I love you. You make
 me a  me a bettbetter paer partnerrtner. Yo. You maku make mee me
look good. Thank you forlook good. Thank you for
understanding that I’m not alwaysunderstanding that I’m not always
great at expressing how I feel. Igreat at expressing how I feel. I
know it comes out more in my workknow it comes out more in my work
than in life. Thank you. I than in life. Thank you. I hope youhope you
can live with that. Thank youcan live with that. Thank you
because I know it doesn’t alwaysbecause I know it doesn’t always
feel good. Thank you. I love feel good. Thank you. I love you. Iyou. I
know I’m emotionally obtuse but I’mknow I’m emotionally obtuse but I’m
grateful you don’t hold it againstgrateful you don’t hold it against
 me.  me. Thank Thank you you for afor assumssuming ting thehe
best. Thank you. From the bottom ofbest. Thank you. From the bottom of

 my h my heart, eart, thanthank youk you. I . I will will loveloveyou always, Marie. My Marie. Thankyou always, Marie. My Marie. Thank
you.you.

And there’s silence. As they sit there. She And there’s silence. As they sit there. She finally puts outfinally puts out
her cigarette and gets up.her cigarette and gets up.

FROM BEHINDFROM BEHIND

As Marie walks into the house As Marie walks into the house and toward the bedroom -and toward the bedroom -

Malcolm sits there for a long Malcolm sits there for a long beat. And then gets up as beat. And then gets up as well.well.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

MARIE (CONT'D)MARIE (CONT'D)
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INT. BEDROOM - MOMENTS LATERINT. BEDROOM - MOMENTS LATER2277 2277

As they both get ready for bed.As they both get ready for bed.

MAYBE WE HEAR SCORE FOR THE MAYBE WE HEAR SCORE FOR THE FIRST TIME.FIRST TIME.

This should be a series of This should be a series of shots. All of which play out shots. All of which play out overover

the course of about eight minutes.the course of about eight minutes.

We should see Marie brushing her teeth in We should see Marie brushing her teeth in the bathroom...the bathroom...
RACK TO Malcolm as he sits down on the edge of the bed andRACK TO Malcolm as he sits down on the edge of the bed and
takes off his shoes and socks. takes off his shoes and socks. He doesn’t notice MarieHe doesn’t notice Marie
looking.looking.

ANGLE ON: Malcolm as he looks ANGLE ON: Malcolm as he looks back at MARIE who’s nowback at MARIE who’s now
spitting out her toothpaste into the sink.spitting out her toothpaste into the sink.

She washes her face.She washes her face.

He undresses.He undresses.

Hangs up his pants and Hangs up his pants and shirt.shirt.

She crawls into bed.She crawls into bed.

Looks at him from behind, and Looks at him from behind, and reaches out her hand toward hisreaches out her hand toward his
back. Going to put her hand on him but just as it nears heback. Going to put her hand on him but just as it nears he
gets up, not noticing.gets up, not noticing.

As Malcolm pees in the As Malcolm pees in the toilet, he looks toward Marie. Layingtoilet, he looks toward Marie. Laying
in her slip, with her in her slip, with her back to us. He back to us. He turns towards CAMERA. Asturns towards CAMERA. As
 we ho we hold on ld on her her in tin the dihe distancstance. She. She ture turns hens her her head toad toward ward us,us,
looking at him.looking at him.

He reaches down to flush the He reaches down to flush the toilet and by the time toilet and by the time he turnshe turns
back towards the bed, she’s looking away again.back towards the bed, she’s looking away again.

And this happens again and again.And this happens again and again.

Two people consistently missing each other’s Two people consistently missing each other’s cues.cues.

Simple fleeting moments, that disappear within seconds.Simple fleeting moments, that disappear within seconds.

(I’M RELUCTANT TO WRITE THEM ALL DOWN (I’M RELUCTANT TO WRITE THEM ALL DOWN BECAUSE WE NEED TO FINDBECAUSE WE NEED TO FIND
THEM WITHIN THE SPACE WE’RE SHOOTING.)THEM WITHIN THE SPACE WE’RE SHOOTING.)

INT. BEDROOM - INT. BEDROOM - CONTINUOUSCONTINUOUS2288 2288

Until finally they’re laying in bed together.Until finally they’re laying in bed together.

Malcolm finally leans over and kisses her.Malcolm finally leans over and kisses her.
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MALCOLMMALCOLM
I’m sorry, Marie.I’m sorry, Marie.

(he kisses her)(he kisses her)
Thank you.Thank you.

A beat.A beat.

MARIEMARIEYou’re welcome.You’re welcome.

She reaches over and turns out She reaches over and turns out the light.the light.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

INT. BEDROOM - DAWNINT. BEDROOM - DAWN

Malcolm wakes up to see that Malcolm wakes up to see that Marie is missing. He panics.Marie is missing. He panics.

Starts to look around the house. But Starts to look around the house. But she’s gone.she’s gone.

In the bathroom.In the bathroom.

Hallway.Hallway.

Kitchen.Kitchen.

Living room.Living room.

She’s gone.She’s gone.

MALCOLMMALCOLM
Marie?Marie?

He’s yelling for her. Louder and louder.He’s yelling for her. Louder and louder.

And then eventually he sees her, in And then eventually he sees her, in the distance, on thethe distance, on thehill.hill.

INT. BEDROOM - DAWNINT. BEDROOM - DAWN

WIDE looking through the bedroom window as Malcolm walksWIDE looking through the bedroom window as Malcolm walks
towards her.towards her.

He meets her and they He meets her and they stand beside one another as their backsstand beside one another as their backs
are turned to us. They are turned to us. They look off in the distance.look off in the distance.

Maybe he says something to her Maybe he says something to her but we can’t hear what it but we can’t hear what it is.is.

CUT TO: BLACKCUT TO: BLACK
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